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This paper, which is the second of two parts, continues the study of 
potential theory on curves begun in [Ha]. We examine the relationship 
between this potential theory and the intersection theory of arithmetic sur- 
faces, and introduce a functorial “abstract potential theory” which satisfies 
an adjunction formula. 
In [Ha], “Green’s pairings” on curves X over arbitrary local and global 
fields were constructed, agreeing with Arakelov’s in the complex case, and 
in general extending N&on’s pairing [Ne, La] on degree zero divisors. 
While Manin [Ma] showed that such pairings on all of Div(X) cannot 
remain functorial, in the present paper we use “potential theory” (i.e., 
Green’s pairings) to construct a universal extension Pot(X) of Div(X) 
having a functorial pairing. The pairing satisfies a projection formula and, 
for global K, an adjunction formula. This adjunction formula extends to a 
result on surfaces which contains, as special cases, the usual adjunction 
formula over function fields and Arakelov’s adjunction formula over 
number fields. 
The results just described appear in the second half of this paper. The 
first half explores the relationship of potential theory on X (in the sense of 
[Ha]) to intersection theory on a projective surface V having general fibre 
X. If the closed libres are irreducible, we show that the intersection pairing 
is described by projective Green’s pairings on 2’. More generally, these 
Green’s pairings describe the intersection pairing on a certain group 
Pot,(V) of divisors on X, which, as an abstract group with a pairing, 
depends only on the curve X, and agrees with Pot(X). 
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1. GREEN'S FUNCTIONS AND THE POTENTIAL DIVISOR GROUP 
This section relates Green’s pairings on a curve X at non-archimedean 
primes (cf. [Ha, Sect. 2.31) to intersection theory on arithmetic surfaces V 
having general libre X. Given a projective embedding i of I’, the Green’s 
pairings will induce a “potential divisor group” Poti( V) which is contained 
in Div( V) (up to allowing some non-integral multiples of vertical divisors), 
with equality precisely in the case of irreducible fibres (again, with the 
above caveat). We study this group in the local case in this section, and in 
the global case in Section 2. 
Let F be a base field which is either F,((x)) or Q, for some prime num- 
ber p, with ring of integers 0, ( = Fp[ [x]] or Z,), algebraic closure F,, 
and absolute value I I = I I v (as in [Ha, Sect. 2.11). We will consider finite 
extensions K of F, together with the induced absolute value 1 I = 1 1”. Thus 
K is a non-archimedean local field with respect to the absolute value I 1, 
and K has algebraic closure K, = F,. Also, K is the fraction field of a com- 
plete discrete valuation ring 0 with maximal ideal (n), and 0 is the integral 
closure in K of the ring of integers of F. As usual we define II I/ = 1 1 rKZF1. 
In this section we consider projective varieties over 0, and give a geometric 
interpretation for the potential theory on the induced K-variety. 
Let i: Vc; P”, be an embedding of regular projective varieties over 0. We 
will assume that V is geometrically connected, so that K is algebraically 
closed in K(V). For any prime cycle Y on V, = V x0 K, let P be the 
closure of Y in F. Extending by linearity, we may define a cycle y on I’, 
for any cycle Y on I’,. Any such cycle is called horizontal. Restricting to 
Div( V,), the map YH y is a section of the map 
n: Div( V) + Div( I’,) 
sending each divisor to its generic libre. Its image, the group of horizontal 
divisors on V, we denote by Hor( V). 
Let CDiv,( V) c Div( V) be the group of complete intersection divisors 
on I’, relative to i; i.e., the group i*(Div(P&)). Let QDiv( V) and RDiv( V) 
be the vector spaces over Q and R induced by tensoring Div( V), respec- 
tively, with Q and R, and similarly for CDiv,( V). The groups RDiv( V) 
and RCDiv,( V), respectively, contain subgroups Div( I’) + RF, and 
CDiv,( I’) + R V,, where V, is the closed tibre of V and R V, is the group 
of real multiples of V,. Let i,: I’, 4 P> be the embedding induced by i. The 
map 7~: Div( V) -+ Div( V,) thus restricts to a map 
x = n;: CDiv,( V) + CDiv,,( V,). 
1.1. LEMMA. Let i: VGP;, where V is regular and is projective over 0. 
Then 




0 + Z V,. + CDiv,( V)L CDiv,,( VK) + 0 
are exact sequences of groups, where Vert( V) is the group of vertical divisors 
on V, i.e., those supported in V,. Here ZV, c Vert( V), with equality if and 
only if V,, is irreducible. 
Proof: The first sequence is clearly exact, and the last assertion is also 
clear. We need to check that in the second sequence, ker x = ZV,. Observe 
that if a complete intersection divisor D = i *XE CDiv,( V) does not meet 
the general fibre of V, then the divisor XE Div(P;) does not meet the 
general fibre of P;. Thus X is a multiple of the closed tibre of P;, and 
hence D is a multiple of VU-showing that the kernel of rc is indeed 
zv,.. 1 
Recall that there is an intersection theory on V over 0, in which a 
divisor D may be paired with a l-cycle Z provided that no horizontal com- 
ponent of the support of Z lies on the support of D [Li, Sh, Ch]. This pair- 
ing may be normalized so that if D and Z meet properly at a point P on 
V, and respectively correspond to ideals I, and I, in the local ring 0, of 
P on V, then the local contribution to intersection at P is given by 
(l/[K : F]) . log # (O,/(ZD + Z,)). This pairing is invariant under regular 
base extension; i.e., if 0’ is the ring of integers of a finite extension K’ of 
K and V’= V x ,O’ remains regular, then d*D. 4*Z= D. Z, where 
4: V’+ V is the natural map. Also, the intersection pairing on Div( V) 
extends linearly to pairings on QDiv( V) and RDiv( V). Let CGri( V,) be 
the group of Green’s functions of complete intersection divisors on V, 
relative to the projective embedding i, (cf. [Ha, Sect. 2.31). Tensoring with 
Q, the induced group QCGri( VK) is the group of Green’s functions of 
elements of QCDiv, ( V,). 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let D be a divisor on P:, and let HE Div(P>) be the 
generic fibre of D. Then there is a Green’s function g, for H in Pi such that 
for all zero cycles YE ZP> - supp H, g,( Y) = D. y. 
Proof. The divisor D is defined by a homogeneous form 
FE O[z,, .., z,] on P;. The function g, = -log 1 FI : P”(K) - supp H -+ R 
given by P H -log 1 FI (P) is a Green’s function for H over the local field 
K (as in [Ha, Sect. 2.21). 
Since both Green’s functions and intersection pairings on P” behave 
well under pullbacks, we may pull back by a finite extension of K and 
reduce to the case that Y is a sum of K-points. And since both are bilinear, 
we reduce to the case that Y= P is a single point of Pg. Write 
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P=(q):... :a,) E P”(K) - supp H, in normalized coordinates. Thus each 
aim 0, and not all USE (n), where 7~ is a uniformizer for 0. After rearranging 
the variables zi, we may assume a, = 1. Thus n, wr, . . . . W, provide local coor- 
dinates at PO, where wi = zi/zO, and where the closed point P, is the point on 
P on the closed fibre of P:. Let f(w,, . . . . w,) = F(1, w,, . . . . w,). Then the 
scheme theoretic intersection of the divisor D with the l-cycle P on V is 
Spec O[wi,..., wn]/cf(wI ,..., w,), w1 - a,, . . . . w, - a,) z Spec O/(f(u,, . . . . a,)). 
So the intersection number D. P = (l/[K : F]) log # (O/(f(u,, . . . . a,)) = 
- (l/[K : J.1) 1% II f(Q, 9 . . . . a,)ll,= -log Ifl(P)=g,(P), asdesired. 1 
More generally, 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let rc and i: Vq P”, be us in Lemma 1.1, and let 
D E CDiv,( V). Then there is a unique Green’s function g, E CGri( VK) for 
n(D) such that gD(Z) = D .zfor all zero cycZes ZE ZVK- supp x(D). 
Proof: By hypotheses, D is the pullback of a divisor X on P;, By 
Proposition 1.2, there is a Green’s function g, for H = n(X) on Pi such 
that gx(Z) = H. Z for all zero cycles Z E ZP”(K) - supp H. Let g, be the 
restriction of g, to V, - supp n(D). Then g, is a Green’s fuction for n(D) 
on V,, and if ZEZV(K)-suppn(D) then gJZ)=g,(Z)=X.i,(Z)= 
i*(X) . Z= D. Z. The uniqueness follows from the fact that a divisor is 
determined by its intersections with horizontal zero cycles. 1 
1.4. COROLLARY. In the above situation, there is an isomorphism 
y=y,:CDiv,(V)+RV,+CGr,(V,) 
given by y( D + cV, ) = g, + c, where g, is us in Corollary 1.3. Its inverse 
has the property that if YeCDivi( V,) and g,ECGr,( V,) is a Green’s 
function for Y, then 7r(8(gy))= Y and g,,(Z)= 8(gy) .z for all 
Z E Div( V,) - supp Y. Also, for any constant function c (which is a Green’s 
function for the trivial divisor), 6(c) = cl/,. 
Proof. The map y is a well-defined homomorphism, since if n E Z then 
gUvc (in the notation of Corollary 1.3) is the constant function n. It is 
injective because a Green’s function determines its underlying divisor, and 
it is surjective because of the second exact sequence in Lemma 1.1. The 
assertions about 6 then follow directly, using Corollary 1.3. 1 
Note that the maps in Corollary 1.4 extend uniquely to isomorphisms 
yi: QCDiv,( V) + RV, + QCGri( V,) 
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and 
Next we turn to the special case that V is a surface, i.e., V is of relative 
dimension 1 over 0. In this case divisors on V are l-cycles, and the inter- 
section theory pairs divisors having no common horizontal component in 
their support. Here V, is a curve over the local field K, and so (as in [Ha, 
Theorems 2.35, 2.3.61) there is an induced projective Green’s pairing 
g: QDiv( VK) x QZV,(K,) - A + R. For each YE QDiv( V,), g associates 
a Green’s function g,: P++g( Y, P) for Y on VK relative to i. The Green’s 
pairing g is unique up to adding a constant, and thus so is g,. Let Gr,( V,) 
be the group of Green’s functions associated to elements of Div( V,), so 
that QGr,( V,) = Gr;( V,)@Q is the group of Green’s functions of 
elements of QDiv( VK). Thus Gr,( V,) contains CGr,( VK) as a subgroup, 
and similarly over Q. 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let V be a regular surface which is projective over 0, 
and let i: V 4 P”, be embedding. Then there is a unique homomorphism 
such that if gyE QGri( VK) is a Green’s function for YE QDiv( VK), then 
n(6(g,)) = Y and gy(Z) = B(gy) .Z for all ZEDiv(VK)-supp Y. 
Moreover this homomorphism 6 extends the previous homomorphism 
s:QCGr,(V,)-+QCDiv,(V)+RV,. 
Proo$ By linearity, it s&ices to show that for every YE Div( V,) 
and Green’s function g, for Y there exists a unique element 
S(g ,,) E QDiv( V) + R V, satisfying the two required identities. For then the 
map 6 is well defined and a homomorphism. The uniqueness of 6( g y) then 
follows from the fact that if YE Vert( V) and Y. Z = 0 for all Z E Div( VK) 
then V= 0. So it remains to show that 6(g,) exists. 
If YE Div( VK) then Y= Y’ + Y” for some Y’ E DivO( V,) and 
Y” E QCDiv,( V,). If gyE Grj( VK) is a Green’s function for Y, then let 
g,, E Gri( VK) be a Green’s function for Y’ and let g,.. = g, - g ,,,. Then 
g,,, EGri( V,) and g.. is a Green’s function for Y”. So it suffices to prove 
the result for all projective Green’s functions associated to elements of 
Div,( VK) or of QCDiv,( VK). But this existence has already been shown 
in the case of QCDiv,( VK), by the existence of the map di there 
(cf. Corollary 1.4 and the remark following it). So it suffices to show that 
if YE Div,( VK) and gyE Gri( VK) is a Green’s function for Y then there is 
a 6(g,) having the desired properties. 
By [Hr, p. 41, Prop. 1. and proof], there is a positive integer m such that 
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for every degree 0 divisor 2 E Div,( V,) there exists a divisor D, E Div( V) 
such that 
(i) D, - mZ E Vert( V), and 
(ii) D, . Y = 0 for all divisors YE Vert (V). 
Moreover D, is unique up to adding a multiple of the closed libre V, 
[Hr, p. 52, Remark (1) after Prop. 11. Note that if f is a rational function 
on V, and ZE Div,( VK) is its divisor on V,, then (l/m) D, is the divisor 
off on V (plus (n/m) V,, with n E Z arbitrary). Also, as in the main result 
of [Hr], if Z, Z’ E Div,( VK) have disjoint support then (l/m) D, ..?? is 
equal to the N&on pairing (Z, Z’) of Z, Z’ on vK. Namely, the pairing 
(Z, Z’) ++ (l/m) D, . Z’ satisfies the properties which uniquely characterize 
N&on’s pairing (cf. [Ha, Theorem 2.3.6(a)])-and in particular the 
symmetry follows from property (ii) above. 
Now let YE Div,( V,) and let g ,, E Gri( V,) be a Green’s function for Y. 
Then by definition of Gri( V,) there is a projective Green’s pairing g on I/, 
such that g y = g( Y, . ). Now choose a non-zero effective complete intersec- 
tion divisor WE Div,( I’,) which is disjoint from Y (e.g., let W be a generic 
hyperplane section of the curve V, in P”,). Let d= deg W and let 
g, =g( W, .). Since the result has already been shown for Div,( V,), we 
have S(f,) . Y= g,( Y) (where 6( g,) is as in Corollary 1.4). And by the 
previous paragraph there is a unique choice of D y E Div( I’) satisfying (i) 
and (ii) above and normalized so that D y. W= m6(g,) . F. Let 6( g ,,) = 
(l/m)D,. Thus 8(gy). w=S(g,). Y, and by (i) we have n(@g,))= Y. It 
remains to show that g y(Z) = B(gy) . Z for all Z E Div( V,) - supp Y. Note 
that this is true in the special case that ZE Div,( V,), since then 
6( g y) . Z = ( Y, Z) = gr(Z) because Green’s pairings extend the Ntron 
pairing (see [Ha, Theorem 2.3.61). 
More generally, given any Z E Div( V,) - supp Y (where Y and 6( g y) 
are as above), let d’ = deg Z, so that dZ - d’ WE Div,( V,). Thus 





by symmetry of the Green’s pairing g. So 6( g ,,) . Z = g ,(Z), as desired. 1 
Thus the potential theory on V, induces subgroups of QDiv( V) + RI’,, 
viz. Pot,(V) = image(ai: Gr,( V,) + QDiv( V) + RI’,), which we call 
the potential divisor group of I’, and QPot,(I’) = Poti 0 Q = 
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image (Sj: QGri( VK) + QDiv( V) + RV,). Since 6, in Proposition 1.5 
extends the map bi in Corollary 1.4, it follows that Pot,(V) contains 
CDiv,( V) + RV, as a subgroup, and similarly Q Pot; ( V) contains 
QCDiv,( V) + RV,. Since QDiv( V) = QDiv,( V) + QDivi( V), QPot,( V) is 
generated by its subgroups QCDiv, ( V) and Q Pot,, ( V) = Pot, ( V) 0 Q, 
where Pot,(V) = {DE Pot,(V): deg n(D) = 0). Note that the above proof 
shows that the groups Pot,( V) and QPoto( V) are actually independent of 
the embedding i; indeed, Pot,( V) consists of the divisors of the form D, 
for ZE Div,( V,) (in the notation of the proof). Another proof of the 
invariance of Pot,(V) is the description given in terms of the intersection 
theory on V, in Corollary 1.1 l(b) below. 
The proof of Proposition 1.5 also shows that Pot,(V) actually lies in 
(l/m) Div( V) + R V,, and in fact even in Div( V) + (l/m) Vert( V) + RV,. 
Here the integer m is as in the above proof, and by [Hr, p. 52, Cor. to 
Prop. 11, m is equal to the number of connected components of the closed 
tibre of the N&on model over 0 of the Jacobian of V,. 
Lemma 1.1 and Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 now extend: 
1.6. COROLLARY. Let i: VciP”, and Ji be as in Proposition 1.5. 
(a) The sequence 
is exact. 
(b) If DE Pot,( V) then there is a unique Green’s function 
g, E Gri( V,) for K(D) such that gD(Z) = D .Z for all zero cycles 
ZEZV~-supp n(D). If D~cDiv~( V) then this agrees with the g, of 
Corollary 1.3, and if D = cV, for some c E R, then g, is the constant 
function c. 
(c) The map 
6 = 6,: Gri( V,) + Pot,(V) 
is an isomorphism of groups. Its inverse 
y = yi: Pot,(V) + Gri( VK) 
is given by ri(D) = go (where g, is as in (b)), and yi extends the map yi of 
Corollary 1.4. 
Proof: The image of Pot,( V) under rr is contained in Div( V,) because 
Pot,(V) c Div( V) + (l/m) Vert( V) + RV, (as noted above). If YE Div( VK) 
and g.EGri( V,) is a Green’s function for Y then rt(8(gy)) = Y by 
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Proposition 1.5; so II is surjective. Clearly RV, is contained in the kernel. 
And with notation as above, if S(g r) E ker rr then Y = rc(6( gy)) = 0 and so 
g, is a Green’s function for the trivial divisor on V,; i.e., g, is a constant 
function c. So in this case S(g y) = cV, E RV, (by Corollary 1.4 and 
Proposition 1.5). So ker rc = RV,, and the sequence in (a) is exact. 
Since g,(Z) = 6( g y) . Z, the map 6 is injective, and hence 6 is an 
isomorphism onto Pot,(V). Its inverse y extends the map y = 6-l of 
Corollary 1.4 because (by Proposition 1.5) 6 extends the map 6 of 
Corollary 1.4. If D E Pot,(V) then y(D) E Gr,( V,), and so y(D) is a Green’s 
function for some divisor YE Div( V,). By Proposition 1.5, we have 
that n(D) = x(c?(y(D))) = Y and that y(D)(Z) =6(7(D)) .Z= D .Z for 
Z E Div( I’,) - supp Y. So we may take g, = y(D) in (b), with uniqueness 
following as in Corollary 1.3. Thus (b) and (c) hold. 1 
1.7. THEOREM. Let i: Vcj P”, be as in Proposition 1.5. 
(a) There is a unique homomorphism so: Div( VK) + Pot,(V) such that 
71 o so = id and such that for all YE Div( VK), so( Y) . (so( Y) - 9) = 0. 
(b) Let so be the section of 7~ given in (a), andfor every YE Div( V,) 
let u,=s,(Y)- y. Then u,EQVert(V) and so(Y)~u,=O for all 
Y, Z E Div( V,). 
(c) There is a unique projective Green’s pairing go on V (relatiue to i) 
such that for all ( Y, Z) E Div( VK) x Div( V,) - A, g,( Y, Z) = so ( Y) . so(Z). 
(d) For YE Div( VK), let g o, y = go( Y, .) be the projective Green’s 
function induced by the projective Green’s pairing go in (c). Then go, ,, = 
g so(rj (where notation on the right hand side is as in Corollary 1.6(b)) and 
so(Y)=~;(go,,). 
Proof: (a) If Y is a non-zero effective divisor on uK, say of degree d > 0, 
we claim that there is a unique so(Y) E Pot,(V) such that n(s,( Y)) = Y and 
so( Y) . (sO( Y) - y) = 0. To see this, let gyE Gri( V,) be a Green’s function 
for Y. Thus 7c(B(gy)) = Y, and so h(gy) - FE Vert( V). Hence, this divisor 
may be intersected with S(gy). Let c = 8(gy). (8(gy) - 9) E R, and let 
so(Y)=G(g,)-(c/d) V,EPot,(V). Since V; W=O for all WE:Vert(V), 
we have so(Y).(so(Y)- Y)=6(gy).(so(Y)- P)=&g,).(&g,)- P)- 
(c/d)d(g,). V,=c-(c/d)d=O. Also, rr(so(Y))=rr(6(g,))= Y. So so(Y) 
has the two desired properties. To show uniqueness, suppose that 
sb( Y) E Pot,( V) also has these two properties. Then sb( Y) -so( Y) E 
ker rt = R V, (by Corollary 1.6(a)), and so sb( Y) = 6( g ,,) - (c//d) V, for 
some c’ E R. From the condition sb( Y) . (sb( Y) - 7) = 0 one then obtains 
c’ = c and thus sb( Y) = so(Y). 
More generally, if Y is any divisor on V, then we may write Y = Y, - Y,, 
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where Y, and Y2 are non-zero and effective. Let sO( Y) = sO( Y, ) - s,J Y,). 
Then sO( Y) is well defined, since if also Y = Y’, - Y; then sO( Y, ) + sO( Y;) = 
sO( Y, + Y;) = sO( Y’, + Y,) = sO( Y;) + sO( Y,) by the uniqueness assertion of 
the previous paragraph. Again by this uniqueness, s,,: Div( V,) -+ Pot,(V) 
is a homomorphism, and is unique for the desired properties (since a 
homomorphism is determined by its image on the set of effective divisors). 
(b) Since rc(sO( Y)) = Y, we have rr(s,,( Y)- Y)=O, and so the 
divisor u ,, = s,, ( Y) - FE Div( V) lies in the kernel of the map 
XC: QDiv( V) + QDiv( VK), i.e., QVert( V) = Vert( V) @ G. For the second 
assertion, it suffices (as in part (a)) to consider the case that Y, Z are non- 
zero and effective, say of degrees d, d’ > 0. Thus the divisor X= d’ Y - dZ 
has degree 0. Now since s,(X) E Pot,( V) and rc 0 s0 = id, it follows that 
s,(X) =6(g,) for some Green’s function g,EGr,( I’) for X. But 
deg(X) = 0, and so by the proof of Proposition 1.5 we have that 6(g,) = 
(l/m) Dx, where m is a positive integer, D, E Div( I’), and D, . W= 0 for 
all WE QVert( V). Since vdz E QVert( I’), we thus have s,(X) vdz = 0. Also, 
s,(dZ).u,=O by (a), and s0 is a homomorphism; so s,(d’Y).v,= 
s,(X) .vdz = 0. Since sO(d’Y) = d’s,( Y) and vdz = dv,, we obtain 
“o(Y)~v,=o. 
((c) and (d)) If Y, ZE Div( V,) are disjoint, then g,,,,,(Z) = 
sO(Y).Z=s,(Y).s,(Z), by Corollary 1.6(b) and part (b) above. So this 
expression is symmetric in Y and Z, i.e., g,,,cy,(Z) =gsucz,( Y). Also, for 
all Y, gsacY) is a projective Green’s function for Y with respect to i. If 
Y = (f) is a principal divisor, then for some projective Green’s function g ,, 
for Y,s,(Y)=6(g.)=(l/m)D,=div.(f)+cV,forsomec~R,andhence 
gs,(.,(Z)=so(Y)~~= -1% Ifl(Z)+c(degZ). Thus g.ro,y,=log Ifl +c 
as a Green’s function. So the pairing g,: (Y, P) H~,(.,(P) satisfies the 
definition (cf. [Ha, Sect. 2.31) of a projective Green’s pairing on IJ’ with 
respect to the embedding i. Thus g,( Y, .) =gsocr, as functions on 
QDiv( V,), and if Y, Z are disjoint divisors on VK then gO( Y, Z) = 
g,(Y)(Z) = SO(Y) SO(Z). Since gso(Y) = Yi(So(Y)) and dt = vi’ 
(Corollary 1.6), we have 6,(g,,,(y, ) = sO( Y). Finally, suppose that gb is a 
projective Green’s pairing with the same image on Div( VK) x Div( V,) -A. 
Then for every YE Div( VK) the Green’s functions gb, y and g,, y differ by a 
constant, and yet agree on Div( V,) - supp Y; hence they agree, proving 
the uniqueness assertion about g,. This completes the proof of parts (c) 
and (d). 1 
We will call the Green’s pairing g, of Theorem 1.7 the normalized projec- 
tive Green’s pairing on V relative to i. And if YE Div( V,), we will call g,, y 
the normalized (projective) Green’s function for Y on V, relative to i. Thus 
every projective Green’s pairing on V relative to i is of the form g, + c for 
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some c E R, and every Green’s function g y E GGr,( VK) for YE QDiv( VK) 
is of the form g,, y + c, c E R. 
1.8. COROLLARY. Let i: I/q P”, be as in Proposition 1.5, and let g be a 
Green’s pairing on V,. 
(a) There is a unique section s: Div( V,) + Pot,(V) of n such that 
g( Y, Z) = s( Y) . s(Z) for all disjoint Y, Z E Div( Vk). Explicitly, s( Y) = 
s,,(Y) + t( Y) V,, where z is the transition function between the Green’s 
pairings g, and g. Also, the induced Green’s function g,(,, (cf: Corollary 1.6) 
is given by g,, ,,) =g,-(deg Y)z, whereg,=g(Y,.). 
(b) The pairing g is a projective Green’s pairing on V, with respect to 
the embedding i if and only if there is a constant CE R such that 
s( Y) = sO ( Y) + c(deg Y) V, for all YE Div( Vk). In this case, g = g, + 2c and 
g y = g,, y) + c(deg Y). 
Proof: (a) By [Ha, Proposition 2.3.71, there is a unique linear tran- 
sition function z: QZV,(K,) + R such that if (Y, Z) E QDiv( Vk) x 
QZV,(K,) - A, then 
g( K Z) = got Y, Z) + (deg Z) z( Y) + (deg Y) 7(Z). (*) 
By ( * ) and Theorem 1.7(c), the map s given by s(Y) = s0 ( Y) + 7( Y) V, is 
as claimed. For uniqueness, suppose that s’ is also such a section. Then for 
all YED~v( V,), s’(Y) -s( Y)ERV,, and so there is a linear map 
t: Div( V,) -+ R such that s’(Y) = s( Y) + t(Y) V,. Thus 7 + t is also a tran- 
sition function from g, to g, and hence t =0 by the uniqueness of 7. 
Thus s’=s. For the final assertion we have gAcy,(Z) =s( Y) .Z= 
(s0(Y)+7(Y) V,).z=g,cy,(Z)+7(Y)(degZ)=g,(Y, Z)+7(Y)(degZ) 
=gy(Z)- (deg Y) 7(Z), using Theorem 1.7(d) and (*). 
(b) By [Ha, Theorems 2.3.5 and 2.3.61, any two projective Green’s 
pairings on V, with respect to i must differ by a constant; thus any such 
g is of the form g,+ a for some aER, by Theorem 1.7(c). That is, 
g( Y, Z) = g,( Y, Z) + a(deg Y)(deg Z). By ( * ) and the uniqueness of 7, we 
have that 7(Z)= (a/2)(deg Z) for all Z. Thus by (a), we have that 
gy(Z) = g,( y)(Z) + (aP)(deg Y)(deg Z), i.e., g y = g,, yj + (aP)(deg Y). So 
c = a/2 is as desired. Conversely, if there is a c E R such that 
s(Y) = sO( Y) + c(deg Y) V, for all Y, then t(Y) = c(deg Y) for all Y, by the 
formula for s in (a). So g( Y, Z) =g,( Y, Z) + 2c(deg Y)(deg Z) by (* ), and 
g is as claimed. 1 
Remark. By Corollary 1.8(a), if g is a Green’s pairing on V,, then 
gy=g,(yJ for all YEDiv(V,) if and only ifg=g,. 
If the closed libre of V is irreducible, then the relationship between the 
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potential theory on V, and the intersection theory on V may be described 
simply: 
1.9. PROPOSITION. Let i: Vq P”, be as in Proposition 1.5, and suppose 
that the closed fibre V, is irreducible. Then 
(a) Div(V) = Hor(V)xZV, and Pot,(V) = Hor(V)x RI/,. Thus 
Pot,(V) is generated by Div( V) and RI/,. 
(b) The normalized projective Green’s pairing is given by g,( Y, Z) = 
F’ z for Y, ZE Div( VK) having disjoint support, and the corresponding 
section s,, of n is given by s,,(Y) = F. 
(c) Every DE Div( V) may uniquely be written as sO( Y) + CT/, for 
some constant c, and the intersection pairing is given in terms of the Green’s 
pairing go by D.D’=gO(Y, Y’)+c(deg Y’)+c’(deg Y) ifD=s,(Y)+cV, 
andD’=s,(Y’)+c’V,. 
ProojI (a) The map YI+ F is an isomorphism from Div( VK) to 
Hor( V), and this induces a splitting of the first exact sequence of abelian 
groups in Lemma 1.1. Since Vert( V) = ZV, by the irreducibility hypothesis, 
Div( V) is in fact the direct product of its subgroups Hor( V) and ZV,. 
If YE Div( V,) and gyE Gri( VK) is a Green’s function for Y, then 
rc(ai(gy)) = Y (by Proposition 1.5). Since by hypothesis Vert( V) = Z V,, 
6,(g ,,) = P+ cV, for some constant c E R. Since every YE Div( VK) has 
associated Green’s functions g y E Gr,( V,), and since if g, is such a Green’s 
function then so is g,+ a for all a E R, it follows that Pot,(V) is the direct 
product of its subgroups Hor( V) and RV,. In particular, Pot,(V) contains 
Div( V) as a subgroup, and Pot,(V) is generated by its subgroups Div( V) 
and RV,. 
(b) If YE Div( VK) is a non-zero effective divisor of degree d> 0, 
then rr(so( Y)) = Y, and so so(Y) = Y+ cV, for some c E R (since 
Vert(V)=RV,). But O=s,(Y).(s,(Y)-8)=cd, and so c=O. Thus 
so(Y) = Y for such Y. Since these Y generate Div( V,) as a group, we have 
sO( Y) = P for all Y. By Theorem 1.7(c), g,( Y, Z) = so( Y) .so(Z) = P.Z. 
(c) Since P=so( Y) by part (b), part (a) implies that every 
D E Div( V) may be uniquely written as so(Y) + cV,. The formula for D . D’ 
follows directly from part (b). 1 
More generally, without any assumption on V,, we do have 
1.10. PROPOSITION. Let i: Vci P”, be as in Proposition 1.5. Then 
(a) Every D E Div( V) may be written as D, + D,, where D, E Hor( V) 
and D*E Pot,( V)n Div( V). Every divisor in Hor( V) may uniquely be 
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written as P for some YEDIv( V,), and eoery element of Pot,(V) may 
uniquely be written as s,,(Z) + cV, for some Z E Div( V,) and c E R. 
(b) Zf D, E Hor( V) and D2~ Pot,( V) have disjoint support in V,, 
then D, .D, = go(Y, Z)+ c(deg Y) if D, = P and D, = s,(Z) + cV,. Zf 
D, D’ E Pot,(V) have no common horizontal components in their support, 
then D. D’ = g,(Z, Z’) + c(deg Z’) + c’(deg Z) if D = s,(Z) + cV, and 
D’=so(Z’)+c’Vv. 
Proof. (a) Every principal divisor (f) on V lies in Pot,(V) n Div( V), 
because Pot,(V) contains CDivi( V). So for the first assertion it suffices to 
show that every divisor on V is linearly equivalent to a horizontal divisor. 
Since every divisor is the sum of a horizontal and a vertical divisor (by the 
splitting of the first exact sequence in Lemma 1.1) it suffices to show this 
for vertical divisors W. 
Let W,, . . . . W, be the irreducible components of the closed fibre V,. By 
linearity it suffices to show that each Wi is linearly equivalent o a horizon- 
tal divisor. Choose any non-zero effective horizontal divisor D on V, and 
let Y = n(D) be the generic tibre of D. Then V, - supp Y is an affine curve 
over K, and so V - supp D is aftine over 0, say Spec R. Thus R is a Krull 
domain, and each Wi corresponds to a height one prime pi in R. For each 
i, there is an f; E R such that f vanishes at pi to order one, and fi lies in no 
other pi. Let Xi be the divisor of fi on V. Then Xi- Wi is horizontal, 
proving the first assertion. 
The assertion about Hor( V) is true by definition. The assertion about 
Pot,(V) follows from the observation (prior to Corollary 1.8) that every 
Green’s function g y E Gr,( VK) for YE Div( V,) is of the form g,, y + c, so 
that every element of Pot,(V) = image (hi) is of the form Si(g, r+ c) = 
sO( Y) + cV, (by Theorem 1.7(d) and Corollary 1.4). 
(b) By Corollary 1.6(b) and Theorem 1.7(d), Y.s,(Z) =gsoczJ( Y)= 
gO,z( Y) =g,( Y, Z). So D, . D, is as claimed. The assertion about D . D’ 
follows from Theorem 1.7(c). 1 
1.11. COROLLARY. Let i: VqP”, be as in Proposition 1.5. 
(a) Let Vert*( V) = Vert( V)/ZV, and let Vert,( V) be the image of the 
map u: Div( V,) + QVert( V), Y ++ u ,,, of Theorem 1.7(b). Then the natural 
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is an orthogonal decomposition with respect to the intersection pairing 
(i.e., each direct summand is the orthogonal complement of the other). 
(b) Let Div,( V) = zn-’ (Div,( V,)) and Pot,(V) = Pot,(V) n Div,( V). 
Then Pot,(V) is the orthogonal complement of Vert( V) with respect to the 
intersection pairing (and thus independent of the projective embedding 
i: VqP”,), and 
QDiv,,(V)+RV,zQPot,(V)@QVert,(V). (2) 
Proof: If ~(v ,,) = 0, then u y = cV, for some c E R. By Theorem 1.7(b), 
uy.sO(Z)=O for any ZEDiv(VK). But cV,.s,(Z)=degZ, and so u,=O. 
This shows injectivity of ,u. 
By Proposition 1.10(a), every element of QDiv( V) is a sum of an 
element of Q Pot,( V) and an element of QHor( V). But any Z E Hor( V) 
is of the form so(Z) -vO(Z), where the first term is in Pot,(V) and the 
second term is in Vert,( V). So Q Pot,( V) and Q Vert,( V) generate 
QDiv(V)+RV,. If DEQPot,(V)nQVert,(V), then D=s,(Z)+cV, for 
some ZE QDiv( VK) and CE R, and also DE QVert,( V). Thus 
O=z(D)=Z, and so cV/,EQVerti( V). Thus cV,Ekerp, and by the pre- 
vious paragraph c = 0. This shows that (1) is a direct sum decomposition. 
For surjectivity of p, let W* E QVert*( V), and choose any 
WE QVert( V) over W*. By the previous paragraph, W= s0 (Z) + cV, + D, 
where z~QDiv( V,), CER, and D~Qvert,( V). So Z= n(q,(Z))= 
rc( W) =O, and thus p(D)= W*. So indeed p is surjective, and hence an 
isomorphism. 
The inverse of 1( provides a splitting of the exact sequence 
0 + QV, -+ QVert( V) + QVert*( V) + 0, 
and so QVert( V) = QVert,( V)@ QV,. 
Givens,(Z)+cV,EQPot,(V)andv.EQVert,(V),wehaves,(Z).v.=O 
by Theorem 1.7(b), and cV, . v ,, = 0 because u ,, is vertical. To show that the 
direct sum decomposition (1) is orthogonal, it remains to show that the 
orthogonal complement of each direct summand is precisely the other. For 
this it suffices to show that the restriction of the intersection pairing to 
either direct summand is non-degenerate. In the case of QVertj( V), this is 
immediate from the fact that the intersection pairing induces a non- 
degenerate (negative definite) pairing on QVert *( V) [Sh, p. 92ff] and 
the fact that the map ,u: QVert,(V) +QVert*(V) is an isomorphism. In 
the case of QPoti( V), any element D is of the form s,(Z) + cl’,, where 
ZE Div( V,) and c E R. Thus for a general YE Div( V,), the element 
s,,( Y) E Q Pot,( V) satisfies D . s0 ( Y) = g, (Z, Y) + c(deg Y) # 0; thus the 
restricted pairing is indeed non-degenerate. 
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Regarding (2), QDiv,,(I/)+RT/,cQDiv(V)+RV,, so by (1) every 
element D E Q Div, ( V) + R V, lies in QPot,( V) + QVert,( V). But 
deg rt( D ) = 0, so actually D E Q Pot,( V) + Q Vert; ( I’). Moreover, 
QPot, ( I’) intersects Q Vert,( V) trivially, by (1). So (2) is a direct sum 
decomposition. 
Finally, every element D E QPotO( V) is orthogonal to QVert,( V) by 
(a), and D is orthogonal to any cV, since deg x(D) = 0. Since 
QVert( l’) = QVerti( I’) 0 QI’,, D is orthogonal to QVert( V). Conversely, 
if any D E QDivo( I’) + RI’, is orthogonal to QVert( V), then in particular 
D is orthogonal to QVerti( V), and hence D E Q Pot, ( V) by (a). Since also 
D is orthogonal to V,, we have deg n(D) =O, and so DEQPo~~( I’). So 
QPot,( I’) is indeed the orthogonal complement of QVert( V) (while also 
meeting QVert( V) non-trivially, viz. in the multiples of V,, which pair 
trivially with each other). 1 
While the constructions of this section appear to depend on the actual 
embedding of V into P;, they actually depend only on the isomorphism 
class of the embedding (and so are invariant under change of coordinates 
on P; ). Namely, 
1.12. PROPOSITION. Let V be a regular surface which is projective over 
0, and ler i, i’: VqP: be embeddings such that i*(O(l))%i’*(O(l)) 
as sheaves. Then CDiv,( V) = CDiv?( V); Grj( V) = Gri.( V); Poti( V) = 
Pot,.( V); i and i’ induce the same normalized projective Green’s pairing g, ; 
and i and i’ associate to each Green’s pairing g the same section s of 
n: Div( V) + Div( VK). 
Proof By definition CDiv,( V) = i*(Div(P”,)), so the first assertion is 
immediate. As noted after the proof of Proposition 1.5, Pot,(V) is 
generated by its subgroups CDiv,( V) and Pot,(V), where the latter group 
is independent of i. (This latter fact also follows from Corollary 1.11(b).) 
Hence, the assertion about Pot, follows. So by Theorem 1.7(a, c), i and i’ 
induce the same section s0 and the same normalized projective Green’s 
pairing g,. By Corollary 1.8(a) and the assertion about Poti, the assertion 
about sections follows. So by Corollary 1.8(b), the assertion about Gri 
follows. m 
2. GLOBAL THEORY AND FUNCTORIALITY 
The results of Section 1 can be generalized to the case of global fields, 
together with a proper set M of absolute values. In this section we discuss 
these generalizations, as well as related questions of functoriality. 
Let K be a global field and M a non-empty set of non-archimedean 
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absolute values in M,. Thus A4 is the maximal spectrum of a regular curve 
C with field of functions equal to K. Here, if M= M, then K is a function 
field over a finite field k, and C is the unique regular projective model for 
K over k. Otherwise, C is affine, and is the spectrum of the ring 
0, = {u E K: I a I u d 1 for all u E M}, the Dedekind domain with fraction 
field K and maximal spectrum M. If I’ is a projective variety over C (as 
usual, regular and geometrically connected) such that X= V,, and if 
i: I/q P: is an embedding inducingj: V,qP”,, we will also write Gr,(X) 
for the group Grj(X). For such a V, there is an exact sequence 
0 + Vert( V) + Div( V) L Div( VK) -+ 0, 
where Vert( V) is the group of vertical divisors. There is a section YH P 
of rc having image equal to the group Hor( I’) of horizontal divisors, where 
y is the closure of Y if Y is reduced and effective. On V there is an inter- 
section pairing (Y, Z) H Y. ZE R defined for divisors Y, Z on V such 
that rc( Y), n(Z) have disjoint support, and this decomposes as 
y.z=c,,M ry, a,, where for any (Y, Z), all but finitely many 
[Y, Z], = 0. The group Vert( V) contains a subgroup consisting of the 
linear combinations of the fibres I’, over the closed points of C; we may 
identify this subgroup with the free abelian group ZM generated by M. 
Thus Vert( V) = ZM if and only if every fibre of V is irreducible. The inter- 
section pairing extends bilinearly to pairs of elements of RDiv( V) = 
Div( V) @z R having disjoint support. Inside RDiv( V), we may consider 
the subgroups QDiv( V) = Div( I’) 0 z Q, R”, RVert( V) = Vert( I’) 0 z R, 
etc. 
Recall from [Ha, Sect. 2.41 that if A’ is a smooth projective curve over 
K and g is a Green’s pairing on A’, then there is a homomorphism 
f-g(f) : K(X)* -+ RM such that 
g,((fL Y)+g,(f)(deg V= -1% IS I.(Y) 
for all u E A4 and all divisors Y disjoint from the support of (f). 
2.1. THEOREM. Let K be a global field, M a non-empty set of non- 
archimedean absolute values in M,, V a regular surface which is projective 
over the regular curve C with maximal spectrum M, and V, the induced 
curve over K. Let i: V 4 Pp be an embedding. Then: 
(a) There is a unique homomorphism oi: Gr, ( V,) + QDiv( V) + RM 
such that zfgy is a Green’s function for YE Div( Vk) then n(ai(gy)) = Y and 
g*,,(Z)= [bi(gy), 21” for all VEM. Here di is an isomorphism onto its 
image, Pot,( V). The group Pot,( V) is a subgroup of Div( V) + RVert( V), 
with equality zf and only zf every vertical fibre of V is irreducible. 
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(b) The sequence 
0 --+ R”’ --, Pot,(V) A Div( V,) + 0 
is an exact sequence of abelian groups. 
(c) For every Green’s pairing g on V over A4, there is a unique section 
s,: Div( V,) + Pot,(V) of 71 such that [s,(Y), s,(Z)], =g,( Y, Z) for all 
v E M. For a unique projective Green’s pairing g, the corresponding section sO 
has the property that [s,(Y), v~]~=O for all Y, z~Div( VK) and all 
VEM, where vz = s,,( Y) - FE QVert( V). For general g, sg( Y) = 
sO( Y) + 2 z,,(Y) V,, where T is the transition function between g, and g. 
(d) There are direct sum decompositions 
and 
QDiv(V)+ c RV,zQPoti(V)@QVerti(V) 
L’ E M 
QDiv,(V)+ 1 RV,zQPot,(V)@QVertj(V), 
vc‘w 
where Vert,( V) is the image of the map Y H v ,, of (c), V, is the fibre of V 
over the closed point of C corresponding to v, and Pot,(V) is the inverse 
image of Div,( V) under rr: Pot,(V) --f Div( V). The group Vert,( V) is trivial 
if and only tf each vertical fibre of V is irreducible. In each of the above 
decompositions, each direct summand is orthogonal to the other with respect 
to every local pairing [ ., .] “. With respect to the global intersection pairing 
c Ut M [, 1, on Div( V), Pot,(V) is the orthogonal complement of Vert,( V), 
and Pot,(V) is the orthogonal complement of Vert( V). In particular, 
Pot,(V) is independent of the choice of the projective embedding i: Vq Pz. 
(e) For any non-zero rational function f E K(V)* = K( VK)*, and for 
any Green’s pairing g, the divisor off on V is given by 
div.(f )=s,(f )+ 1 g,(f) V,~poti(V). 
ueM 
In particular, the expression above is independent of the choice of Green’s 
pairing g. 
Proof (a) By Proposition 1.5, for each v E M, there is a unique 
homomorphism hi,“: Gr,,( VK) + QDiv( V) + R with the desired properties. 
For any Green’s function g, for YE QDiv( V,) and any v EM, we 
have that rc(8i,,(gy))= Y. So cc,(g.)EQVert(V),+R, where u,(gy)= 
S,,,( gr) - P and where Vert( V), consists of the vertical divisors with 
support contained in V,. Since a Green’s function is a Weil function, it 
follows that for any g,, a,( g y) = 0 for all but finitely many v E M. So we 
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may define 2ii(gy) = F+ CUE,,,, c(,(gy), which then has the desired proper- 
ties since each 6,.c. does. 
(b) Since every divisor on I’, has an associated Green’s function, the 
map TC is surjective. Since the kernel of 6,,1, is R, and since for each g, we 
have that CI, (g y) = 0 for all but finitely many u E M (in the notation of the 
proof of (a)), the kernel is R”“. 
(c) By Corollary 1.8, for each v E M there is a local section s,, “. As 
in the proof of (a), these piece together to give a global section sg over M. 
The uniqueness of sg follows from the uniqueness of each s,,,. The section 
s0 and corresponding g, come from piecing together the local data given in 
Theorem 1.7. The last assertion follows from Corollary 1.8(a). 
(d) As in the proof in the local case, in Corollary 1.11, it suffices to 
show that every element of Div( V) is the sum of an element of Hor( I’) and 
an element of Pot,(V). This fact follows as in the local case, in the proof 
of Proposition 1.10(a). 
(e) By (d), every element of QDiv( V) is the sum of an element of 
QPot,( V) and an element of QVert,( V), and the R”-valued intersection 
pairing is non-degenerate. So it suffices to show that the two sides of the 
expression in (e) pair in the same manner with elements of these two types. 
Since div V(f) E CDiv,( V), both sides lie in Pot,( V), and hence are 
orthogonal to QVerti(v) (by (d) above). It remains to show that the two 
sides pair equally with potential divisors. 
So say A ~Qpot~( V). We may assume that A E Pot,( V), so that 
A - sg( Y) is a sum of vertical libres, for some YE Div( V,). Under the map 
rr: QDiv( V) -+ QDiv( I’,), both sides have image equal to div(f), which 
has degree 0. So both sides pair trivially with fibres I’,, and hence we may 
assume that A =s~( Y). Writing (f) for the divisor off on the curve V,, 
for each w E M we have 
b,(f) + 1 s,(f) vu9 s&J Y)lw =sJ(fL Y) + CsJf) VW, sg( Ul 
OEM 
= gJ(fL Y) + (deg Y) gJf) 
= -1% If l,(Y) 
by definition of gJf). Also, sg( Y) - YE QVert( V), and hence by (d) this 
element is orthogonal to div Y(f) E Pot,(V). So 
[div.(f), sg(Y)lw= Cdiv.(SL PI, 
= -log Ifl,.( n 
and thus the two sides pair equally with potential divisors, as desired. 1 
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As in the local case, we will call the Green’s pairing g, of Theorem 2.1 (c) 
the normalized projective Green’s pairing on l’, relative to the embedding i. 
Note that if the vertical fibres of V are irreducible, then 2.1(c) shows that 
the corresponding section s0 is given by s,,(Y) = p for YE Div( V,), and - - 
thus g,,,( Y, 2) = [Y, 21,. So in this case, g, and s0 are independent of the 
choice of projective embedding i. 
2.2. COROLLARY. Zf A, BE Pot,(V), then [A, B], is equal to the N&on 
pairing (x(A), r-t(B)), for all u E M. 
Proof: If Y, ZE Div,( VK) have disjoint support and g is a Green’s 
pairing, then this holds for A = sg( Y), B = s,(Z), by Theorem 2.1 (c), using 
the fact that Green’s pairing restricts to N&on’s pairing in degree 0. 
More generally, by Theorem 2.1(b) we may write A =sn( Y) +Ca, V,,, 
B=s,(Z)+zb, I’,, and the result follows from the fact that each V, is 
orthogonal to each V,, and also to Div,( V). 1 
In the case that K is a function field and M= M,, there is a product 
formula and hence a Green’s pairing g on a curve X induces a real valued 
height pairing on QDiv(X), as in [Ha, 2.4.51. 
2.3. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, assume that K is 
a global field and M= M,. Let g be a Green’s pairing on V, with respect 
to MK. Then for Y, Z E Div( VK) with disjoint support, 
Y.Z=s,(Y).s,(Z), 
where the pairing on the left hand side is the height pairing on QDiv( VK) 
induced by g, and the pairing on the right hand side is the global intersection 
pairing on V. 
Proof By Theorem 2.1 (c). 1 
Next we prove a result concerning functoriality. Fix a choice of K and 
M as in Theorem 2.1, and consider regular projective K-surfaces V libred 
over curves C with maximal spectrum M. Then for any two such V + C 
and V’ + C’ and any dominating K-morphism @: V’ + V which descends 
to a morphism C’ + C, we obtain maps @,: Div( V’) + Div( V) and 
@* : Div( V) + Div( V’) which preserve the decomposition into horizontal 
and vertical libres. Also, if i: V 4 P’& and i’ : V’ 4 P$ are projective embed- 
dings of V, V’ over C, we will write @: (V’, i’) -+ (V, i) if there is a 
morphism /1: Pz -+ P: over C such that Ai’= i@. Thus in particular, 
(v’, i’) is isomorphic to (V, i) if and only if n = n’ and there is a choice of 
an isomorphism @: V’s V and an automorphism n of PF such that 
Ai’ = i@. 
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2.4. PROPOSITION. Fix K and M as in Theorem 2.1, and consider surfaces 
V + C and embeddings V 4 P: as in Theorem 2.1. 
(a) Pot,(V) depends only on the isomorphism class of V over C, and 
is functorial in V. Namely, if@: V’ + V is a dominating K-morphism then the 
maps Qp, and @* between Div( V) and Div( V’) restrict to maps @* and @* 
between Pot,(V) and Pot,( V’), and if @: V’+ V and 0: V” + V’ then 
(@&I), = @*O, and (@@I)* = O*@*. 
(b) Pot,( V) depends only on the isomorphism class of the pair ( V, i) 
over C, and is functorial in (V, i). Namely, if @: (V’, i’) + (V, i) is dominat- 
ing then the maps @J.+ and @* between Div( V) and Div( V’) restrict to maps 
@, and @* between Pot,(V) and Pot,,( V’), and if @: (V’, i’) -+ (V, i) and 
0: (I/“, i”) --+ (V’, i’) then (@O), = @*O, and (@Q)* = Q*@*. 
Proof: (a) By Theorem 2.1(d), the subgroup Pot,(V) c Div( V) is inde- 
pendent of the choice of projective embedding i. The fact that an 
isomorphism V r V’ induces an isomorphism Pot, ( V) r Pot,, ( V’ ) follows 
from the functoriality assertion. To show that assertion, let @: V’ + V. 
Since Pot, is the orthogonal complement of Vert under the intersection 
pairing (by Theorem 2.1(d)), and since @*: Div( V) -+ Div( V’) sends 
Vert( V) to Vert( V’), the ordinary projection formula shows that G5* sends 
Pot,( V’) to Pot,(V). Similarly, using the fact that @*: Div( vl) + Div( V) 
sends Vert( V’) to Vert( V), we have that @* sends Pot,(V) to Pot,( V’). 
Now given Q, and 0 as above, the identities concerning (@O)* and (GO)* 
are automatic, since these maps are the restrictions of the corresponding 
maps on Div, and these identities hold there. 
(b) As in the proof of (a), it suffices to show that given 
@: (v’, i’) + (V, i), the maps @* and @* on Div restrict to maps between 
Pot,(V) and Potis( V’). Let HK be a generic hyperplane in Pi, whose 
closure H in PT meets i(V) properly. Thus D = i*(H) E CDiv,( V) c 
Pot,(V). Now a divisor A E Div( V) lies in Pot,(V) if and only if there is a 
positive integer m such that mA is the sum of a multiple of D and an 
element of Pot,(V). The corresponding statement is true on v’ with 
respect to the divisor D’ = i’*A*(H) E CDiv?( v’) c Pot,.( V’), since 
A*(H) E Div(P”‘) is linearly equivalent to the sum of a multiple of a hyper- 
plane H’ and a sum of vertical fibres, and since all principal divisors 
and all vertical fibres Vl. lie in Pot,( V’). But D’= @*D, and @* takes 
Pot,(V) to Pot,( V’) by (a). So @* takes Pot,(V) to Pot,,( V’). In the other 
direction, @J* D’ = @*@*D = dD, where d is the generic degree of @. Since 
@* also takes Pot,( V’) to Pot,(V) by (a), it follows that @.+ indeed takes 
Pot,.( V’) to Pot,(V). 1 
Recall that if g is any Green’s pairing on a curve X then for any non- 
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constant morphism 4: X’ + X there is an induced Green’s pairing b*(g) on 
X’ (cf. [Ha, 2.4.31). 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let @: (V', i’) + (V, i), and let qk V;C --f V, he the 
induced morphism between the general fibres. Le: g be a Green’s pairing on 
VK, and let g’ = d*(g). Consider the maps @* and @* between Pot,( V) and 
Potr (V’), and the maps #* and q4* between Div( VK) and Div( Vi). Then 
n@*=d*? @*sg.=Q*, eD* = 1+4*n, and @“s, = sp.q5*. 
Proof. Since the identities rc@* = q5* 7c and rc@* = 4% hold for the maps 
@* and @* between Div( V) and Div( V’), they hold in particular for their 
restrictions to Pot,(V) and Pot,.( V’). 
For any YE Div( VK), the divisor W, = @*s,(Y) - s,,$*( Y) is a sum of 
vertical tibres, since its image in Div( V,) is trivial (using the identities 
for n), and by Theorem 2.1(b). Write W,= C w y,O V,. Then for any 
z E Div( VK) disjoint from Y, and for VE M, we have that 
(deg d)g,(K Z) = (de b)Cs,(Y), s,V?l, = C@*(sg(Y)h @*(sgW)l,= 
Cs,d*(Y) + WY, s,&YZ) + W,l, = g’(4*( YL 4*(Z)l, + wY,“(deg Z) + 
wlz,L.(deg Y) = (degd)g,(Y, Z) + w,,(degZ) + w,,,(deg Y), using 
[Ha, 2.4.3(b)]. So for any pair of disjoint Y, Z of non-zero degree, we have 
w,,./(deg Y) = - w,,/(deg Z). Taking a triple of pairwise disjoint divisors 
Y, Y’, Y”, we find that w Y,t, = 0, for all v, if deg Y # 0. Since W, is linear 
in Y, this in fact holds for all Y. So W,=O and thus @*s,= sg9b*. 
Similarly, if Y’ E Div( Vi) then U,. = @*sn.( Y’) - sRq5*( Y’) is a sum of 
vertical tibres. Write U ,,, = CM y,,D Vl.. Then for a generic Z E Div( VK) 
and for v E M, g,(4, (Y’), Z) =A( Y’, d*(Z)) = Cs,4 Y’), s,44*(Z))l, = 
C.Q(Y’), @*s,(z)l.= C@*s,4y’)>s,tz)l, = CQ*(Y’)+ u,,, S,(Z)l” = 
g,(q5, (Y’), Z) + u..,,(deg Z), using [Ha, 2.4.3(i)] and the identity 
@*s, = sR.d* which has just been proven. So Us,, = 0 for all Y’ and v. 
Hence, Uy,=O and thus @*s~.=s~c$.+. 1 
In the above situation, the induced maps Qp, and @* between Pot,(V) 
and Pot?( V’) can be described in terms of the induced maps q5* and q5* 
between Div( V,) and Div( Vk): 
2.6. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.5, write 
v,(A)=A-s,x(A) and similarly for vgS. Then @,:Poti.(V’)-+Poti(V) is 
given by 
aj,(A’)=s,~,~(A’)+(deg~)v,,(A’) 
for A’E Pot;( V;O, and @*: Pot,(V) --$ Poti.( V’) is given by 
@*(A) =s,~q4*x(A) + v,(A) 
for A E Pot I ( V). 
48l:l48.‘2-9 
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ProoJ: WriteA’=s,.~A’+~~,A’.Then~,(A’)=~,s,,nA’+~,v,,A’= 
sRd* nA’ + (deg 4) vg,A’, by Proposition 2.5 and the equality @* I’: = 
(deg 4) V,. Similarly, write A =s,nA + v,A. Then @*(A) = @*s,xA + 
@*o,A = s,#*xA + v,A, by Proposition 2.5 and the equality @*V, = VA. 1 
3. ABSTRACT POTENTIAL THEORY 
Motivated by the results of Sections 1 and 2 concerning the potential 
group Pot,(V), we consider in this section an “abstract potential group” 
Pot(X) associated to a projective curve X over a global field K with a given 
set M of absolute values. The group Pot(X), which is equipped with a 
pairing, depends functorially on X, and is a universal extension of Neron’s 
pairing on Div,(X) to the case of arbitrary degree. Unlike the situation in 
Sections 1 and 2, the set M here is permitted to contain archimedean 
primes. But if the places in A4 are all non-archimedean, we show that 
Pot(X) is isomorphic to Pot,(V) for any choice of a projectively embedded 
surface V over M with general fibre X. Thus the group Pot(X) may be 
viewed as the result of replacing each vertical fibre of V by a single 
irreducible (formal) component, and replacing the intersection pairing by a 
Green’s pairing (i.e., doing at every place what Arakelov’s divisor group 
does at infinity). Here, Pot(X) can essentially be regarded as a part of the 
divisor group of V which is common to every model V of the curve X. At 
the end of this section, we construct a more general “hybrid” divisor group 
Div,( V), which combines Div( V) at some places with Pot(X) at others; an 
example is Arakelov’s divisor group. 
In this section, K will be a global field, and A4 a proper set of absolute 
values. Identify M with the standard basis of R”. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let K, M be as above. Then up to isomorphism we may 
assign the following data, in a unique manner, to any smooth projective curve 
X over K: 
(i) an abelian group Pot(X) = Pot,(X); 
(ii) an exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 + RM *‘Pot(X) --% Div(X) + 0; 
(iii) for each v E M, a symmetric bilinear pairing ( ., . ),: 
Pot(X) x Pot(X) - A -+ R (where A = {(A, B) : n(A) meets x(B)}) such that 
(v, A).=deg(x(A)) and (w, A),=Ofor WEM, w#v; 
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(iv) a splitting sg: Div(X) + Pot(X) of (*) for every Green’s pairing 
g on X over M, such that ( sg ( Y), sg (Z) ) u = g,( Y, Z) for all v E M. 
(v) a homomorphism D: K(X)* + Pot(X) such that x(D(f))= 
(f) E Div(X), and such that for every Green’s pairing g on X over M, 
wf)=s,(f)+C”.Mg”(f).v. 
ProoJ: To construct the above data, choose a Green’s pairing g on X 
over M, let Pot(X) = RM x Div(X) as a group, let rc be the second projec- 
tion, and let s = sR be the inclusion into the second variable. For 
Y, ZE Div(X) without common support, define (s(Y), s(Z)), = g,( Y, Z); 
also let (IV, s( Y) ), = (deg Y) if w = v and 0 otherwise. Extending by 
symmetry and bilinearity yields a pairing as in (iii). For any other Green’s 
pairing g’ on X, by [Ha, Prop. 2.4.21 there is a transition function 
T: Div(X) --) RM such that g:;( Y, Z) = g,( Y, 2) -I- (deg Z) z,( Y) + 
(deg Y) t,(Z), and we take sR9( Y) = s( Y) -t C .sv( Y) .v. Then (sg( Y), 
~,,(Z)),~=gl(Y,z) for all VEM. Finally, define D(f)=s(f)+Cg,(f).v. 
Then indeed z(D(f)) = (f) in Div(X). For any other g’ with transition 
function T, gL((f ), Y) = g,((f ), Y) + (deg Y) z,(f), and so g:.(f) = 
g,(f) - T”(f). Thus s,,(f) + C g;(f). v = s(f) + C g,(f). v = Wf ), 
as desired. This completes the proof of existence. 
For uniqueness, suppose that there were another set of data, Pot’(X), rc’, 
< ., >b, s;, D’. Choosing a Green’s pairing g for X, we obtain splittings sg 
and s;, and hence an isomorphism of abelian groups g: Pot(X) + Pot’(X) 
given by sR( Y) + C uiv, H sb( Y) + C u,vi. This isomorphism carries the 
sequence ( * ) to the corresponding sequence ( * )‘, in particular commuting 
with rc, rt’. If v, WE A4 and A E Pot(X) then n(A)= n’(a(A)), and so 
(w,A),= (w,o(A))b by (iii). If Y,ZEDIV(X), then (s~(Y),sJZ)).= 
g,( Y, Z) = <sh( Y), si(Z))b = (a(~,( Y)), o(s,(Z)))b. But Pot(X) is 
generated by RM and Div(X) under the given inclusion and under sR, and 
similarly for Pot’(X). So (A, B), = (a(A), a(B)):, for all A, B. Also, since 
cr carries s, to s;, since (v) holds in particular for this g, and since U(V) = v, 
we have that o(D(f))==D’(f). 
To complete the proof of uniqueness, we need to show that for any 
Green’s pairing g’ on X over M, (T(s~,) = $. Since sR8 and sh, are splittings, 
for any Y we have n’(a(s,,( Y))) = 7c(sg,( Y))= Y= rr’($( Y)) and hence 
the element a(Y) = sh, - a(,~,,) lies in R”. Writing cz( Y) = C c(,( Y) .v, for 
all Y, Z we have that (a(.~,.( Y)), d(~~,(Z)))b= (s,,(Y), s,.(Z)),= 
g~(Y,Z)=~s~.(Y),s~.(z)):=(a(s,.(Y))+cr,(Y)~v,a(s,.(Z))+cl”(Z)~v):; 
~oo=~~“(~)~v,~“(z)~v>:+~~(~,.(y)),~”(z)~v>:+~a”(Y)~v,a(s,.(Z))>~ 
= ar, (Z)(deg Y) + ~1, ( Y)(deg Z). Choose disjoint effective divisors Y, Y’, Y” E 
Div(X) of the same positive degree. Then 0 = a,( Y’) + c(,( Y) = tl,( Y) + 
~~(Y”)=cc,(Y”)+cz,(Y’), and so tx,(Y)=O. So for all ZEDiv(X), 
cx,(Z)=O. Thus indeed a(,~,,) =s;,. 1 
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Remark. The above proof actually shows that for each Green’s pairing 
g there is a unique section sR satisfying the condition in (iv), and also that 
if g, y are any two Green’s pairings then sy (Y) = sg( Y) + r(Y), where 
t : Div(X) -+ R M is the transition function from g to y. 
If A, BE Pot(X) and A - B = o(f) for some non-zero rational function 
f E K(X)*, we will say that A and B are linearly equivalent. Thus if A and 
B are linearly equivalent then z(A) and z(B) are linearly equivalent 
divisors in Div(X). 
If g is a Green’s pairing on X, let vR: Pot(X) -+ RM be the surjective 
homomorphism induced by the splitting sg: Div(X) + Pot(X). Thus 
v,(A)=A-s,n(A). Also, let Pot,(X)=n-‘(Div,(X)). 
3.2. COROLLARY. If (A, B) E Pot,(X) x Pot,(X) - A then (A, B), is 
equal to the Net-on pairing (z(A), x(B)) c1 on Div, (X). 
Proof: Choose any Green’s pairing g on X, with induced maps sg and 
v, as above. Given A, B as above, we have (A, B), = (s,z(A), s,z(B)), + 
<s,W), u,(B)),,+ (o,(A), B),= (4A), dB)),. by 3.l(iii), (iv). I 
The group Pot(X) is universal among split extensions of Div(X) on 
which there is a pairing extending Net-on’s pairing ( ., . ), (in the sense of 
Corollary 3.2): 
3.3. THEOREM. Let K, M be as above, and let X be a smooth projective 
curve over K. Assume that 
O--+G-+F-e*Div(X)+O 
is a split exact sequence of abelian groups. Let F, =p-‘(Div,(X)) and let 
A= ((A, B)eFxF:p(A) and p(B) have disjoint support}. Assume that 
there is apairing [., .] : Fx F- A + RM such that [A, B],= (p(A),p(B)), 
for (A, B) E F, x F, - A. Then there is a unique homomorphism 
&F+Pot(X)such that (#(A),4(B))“= [A, B],for alZ(A,B)EFxF-A. 
Moreover the restriction y = 4 1 o maps G + R", and 4 induces the identity on 
Div( X). 
Proof Choose any Green’s pairing g on X, and let sg be the associated 
section of rc. Thus the pairing (A, B) H ( sg (A), sg (B) ) is the Green’s 
function g, and so extends N&on’s pairing. Let s be a section of p, which 
exists by hypothesis. Then (A, B) H [s(A), s(B)] is also a pairing which 
extends N&on’s, and so (as in the proof of [Ha, 2.3.7/2.4.2]) there is a 
linear function r: Div(X) -+ R”” such that 
g( K -3 = Cd Y), d-01 + (deg Z) $ Y) + (de Y) G) 
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(although this r is not necessarily continuous). Also, the section s of p 
defines a surjective homomorphism t: F+ G by t(A) = A -sp(A). 
Now for any non-zero effective divisor Y on X, consider the function 
y: G + R”” given by BH (l/deg Y)[B, s(Y)]. We claim that y is indepen- 
dent of the choice of Y. Namely, if 2 is another such divisor on X, and we 
write d, = deg Y and d, = deg Z, then 
(lId,)CB, sY1 - (lId,)C& Ql = (lld,d,)CB, d,sY-d&l 
= (W,d,Kp(B)~ Ads- d&3), 
= 0, 
by the agreement of [ ., ‘1 with the N&on pairing ( ., . ) on Div,(X) and 
because p(B) = 0 since B E G. 
For A~Flet $(A)=s,p(A)-z(p(A))+y(t(A)). Thus 4: F-+Pot(X) is a 
well-defined homomorphism extending y: G + R”‘. If (A, B) E F x F- A 
satisfy d, = degp(A) > 0 and d, = degp(B) > 0, then d,y(t(A)) = 
[t(A), sp( B)] and similarly with A and B interchanged. Also, [t(A), t(B)] 
= (pt(A),pt(B)) = 0 since t(A),t(g)~G c Fo. So we have that 
(d(A), (b(B)) = dp(Ah P(B)) + d,C-MA)) + ~(@))l + d, C-MB)) 
+Y(GB))I=CV(A), v(B)l+ CWL v(B)l+Ct(B),.v(A)l= CvV)+O), 
sp(B) + r(B)] = [A, B], as desired. 
Since y maps G to RM by construction, 4 induces a homomorphism 
& Div(X) -+ Div(X). By definition of 4, $( Y) = rr(sg( Y) - T( Y)) = Y, and so 
indeed $= identity. 1 
Remark. In the case that K is a local field and M consists of a single 
prime u, there is a topological variant of Theorem 3.3 in which the assump- 
tion on splitting may be dropped. First, observe that X(K,) has a topology 
induced by the unique extension of v to K,. This induces a topology on 
Div(X) such that Div(X) becomes a locally compact topological group. By 
the construction of Pot(X), that group also obtains a topology making it 
locally compact, making the exact sequence in Theorem 3.l(ii) an exact 
sequence of locally compact abelian groups, and establishing a bijection 
g I--+ sg between the set of Green’s pairings on X and the set of continuous 
sections of the map Pot(X) + Div(X). Now consider any exact sequence as 
in Theorem 3.3, where the groups are assumed to be locally compact, but 
such that the sequence is not a priori assumed to be split. Then arguing as 
in [La, pp. 292-2931, it follows that the sequence must indeed be split. We 
thus obtain an analog of Theorem 3.3 stating that Pot(X) is universal 
among locally compact abelian extensions of Div(X) on which there is a 
pairing extending Neron’s. 
Next, we show that Pot(X) is functorial in X and satisfies a projection 
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formula. Namely, let K, A4 be as before. Given a non-constant morphism 
CI: X’ + X of curves over K, we define induced homomorphisms ~1, and c1* 
on Pot as follows: Choose any Green’s pairing g on X and let g’ = cc*(g) 
be the induced Green’s function of X’ (cf. [Ha, 2.4.31). Write vg = 
(identity - sg7c): Pot(X) -+ RM and similarly for X’. Recall that there are 
induced maps a, : Div(X’) + Div(X) and tx* : Div(X) -+ Div(X’). Motivated 
by Corollary 2.6, define a, : Pot(X’) - Pot(X) by CI* (A’) = s,cr,rc(A’) + 
(deg ct) v,,(A’) for A’E Pot(X), and define c(*: Pot(X) -+ Pot(X’) by 
a*(A) = s,,a*n(A) + v,(A) for A E Pot(X). 
3.4. PROPOSITION. For any non-constant morphism of curves a: X’ +X, 
let CI* : Pot(X’) -+ Pot(X) and a* : Pot(X) -+ Pot(X) be as above. 
(i) The maps cc* and a* depend only on a: X’+ X, and not on any 
choices of Green’s pairings. 
(ii) Zf a:X’+X and /?:X”-X’, then (U/I), =x.+/I* and 
(a/l)* = p*a*. 
(iii) The maps a.+ and a* each commute with rc. 
(iv) (Projection formula) Zf a: X’ + X then (a*A, B’) = (A, a* B’), 
for all A E Pot(X) and B’E Pot(X’) such that a*n(A) and n(B’) have disjoint 
support. 
(v) The maps cc* and CC* restrict to homomorphisms a*: Pot,(X’) -+ 
Pot,,(X) and a*: Pot,(X) -+ Pot,(X’). 
Proof (i) Let d= deg CY. To show that t(* depends only on tl, we wish 
to show that s,a,n(A’) +dv,,(A’) is independent of g. Let g and y be 
Green’s pairings on X. Thus there is a transition function r: Div(X) -B RM 
such that y( Y, 2) = g( Y, 2) + dy$Z) + d,z( Y), where d, and dz are the 
degrees of Y and Z. Thus sy = sg + r and vy = vg - rrc as observed above. 
Also, as observed after [Ha, 2.4.31, the transition function r’ from 
g’= a*(g) to y’= a*(~‘) is related to r by t’(cr*Y) = 7( Y), t’(Z’) = 
(l/d) t(cr,Z’), for YE Div( X), Z’ E Div(X’). Also sy, = sg, + 7’ and 
Vy’ = Vg’ - r’n. So s,a,x(A’) + dv,(A’) =s~QI~(A’) + 7(a*n(A’)) + dv,.(A’) 
-dz’x(A’)=s,cr,x(A’)+dv,,(A’), showing the independence of a.+. 
Similarly s,,a*x(A) + v,(A) = s,,a*z(A) + z’(a*x(A)) + v,(A) - z(n(A)) = 
s,,a*n(A) + v,(A), showing that a* is also independent of the choice of g. 
(ii) Let d= deg a, e = deg /I. Choose a Green’s pairing g on X, let 
g’ = a*g, and let g” = /?*g’ = (ap)*g. Say A” E Pot(X”) and let A’ = p*A”, 
A=a,A’. Then a,~*(A”)=s,a,~(A’)+dvg~(A’)=sga,~(s,~~.+~(A”)+ 
ev,~.(A”))+dv,~(s,~~~~(A”)+ev,~~(A”))=s,a,~,~(A”)+O+O+dev,~.(A”) 
= (ap), (A”) as desired, using that ns,, = identity, TCV~,~ = 0, vgzsg, =0, 
Vg.Vg” = V*” 1 and that the maps a* : Div(X’) --+ Div(X) and 
/?, : Div(X”) + Div(X’) satisfy a*j3, = (a/l), . Similarly (a/?)* = /?*a*. 
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(iii) We have nct.+(A’) = ns,cr,rc(d’) + rrdu,.(A’) = tl*~(A’), using 
that ns,=identity and that rcu,, = 0. Similarly rcol*(A) = rcs,,a*~(A) + 
71UK(A) =a*n(A). 
(iv) Given A and B’, (a*A, B’) = (sg8~*x(A) + v,(A), B’) = 
(sgtcr*n(A), s,,B’ + o,.B’) + (deg nB’) u,(A) = g’(a*z(A), x(B’)) + 
(deg a*n(A)) u,,B’+ (deg nB’) o,(A)=g(n(A), a,n(B’)) + (deg A) du,.(B’) 
+ (deg a,x(B’)) u,(A) = (sg(A)+ u,(A), sRcL*n(B’)) + (deg A) du,.(B’) = 
(A,s,a,n(B’)+du,,(B’)> =(A,cl,B). 
(v) This follows from the corresponding fact about the maps 
c(*: Div(X’) + Div(X) and c(* : Div(X) + Div(X’), and from the definitions 
of ~1, and CC* on Pot. 1 
In the case that there is a product formula, the R”-valued pairing on 
Pot(X) induces an R-valued pairing which is invariant under linear equiva- 
lence. Namely, as in [Ha, Sect. 2.41 fix a field F with a proper set M, of 
absolute values satisfying the product formula 
n l4,=1 
llEMF 
for non-zero a E F, and consider finite extensions K of F. As in [Ha, 
Sect. 2.41, there is an induced proper set M, of absolute values 1 I w on K 
extending the absolute values u in M,, and K satisfies the product formula 
JJ lIall,= 1 (*) 
WEMK 
d(w’) for non-zero a E K, where I( I( n, = I lw , d(w) = [K, : F,] if w ) u. Let X be 
a projective curve over such a field K, and consider the potential group 
Pot(X) with respect to M,. For A, B~pot(X) such that n(A), x(B) have 
disjoint support, define 
A.B= c d(u)(A, B),ER. 
C.EMK 
Then this is a symmetric bilinear pairing defined on Pot(X) x Pot(X) - d. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose that K satisfies the product formula ( * ). Let 
X be a projective K-curue and consider Pot(X) ouer M,. Then 
(a) Zf f E K(X)* and A E Pot(X) are such that the divisors z(A) and 
(f) have disjoint support, then D(f) . A = 0. 
(b) If A, A’, BE Pot(X) and A is linearly equivalent to A’, then 
A . B = A’ . B, provided that both sides are defined. 
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(c) This pairing extends uniquely to a symmetric bilinear real valued 
“height pairing” on all of Pot(X) x Pot(X) which is invariant under linear 
equivalence. 
ProoJ: (a) By definition, o(f) = s,(f) + g(f), for any Green’s pairing 
g, and where g(f) (deg Y) = -log ) f I ( Y) - g((f), Y) for any YE Div(X). 
Take Y= X(A). Then 
o(f) .A = c d(v)Cg,((f), Y) +g,(f)(deg VI 
=c -d(u) log Ifl, (Y) 
= -1ogn IIf(Y)ll, 
=o 
by the product formula, since Y does not meet the support of (f). 
(b) Immediate from (a) and the bilinearity of the pairing. 
(c) Extend the pairing by defining A . B= (A + D(f)). B, where 
f~ K(X)* is chosen so that n(A) -t (f) and z(B) have disjoint support. This 
is well defined by (b), and in particular extends the original pairing. It is 
symmetric by (b), and is clearly bilinear and invariant under linear 
equivalence. It is unique since any such pairing must satisfy A . B= 
(A + O(S)). B, in order to be invariant under linear equivalence. 1 
Next, we relate the “abstract” potential group Pot(X) of this section to 
the divisor group Div( V) on a surface V with generic fibre X, by means of 
the “embedded” potential divisor group of Sections 1 and 2. 
Let K be a global field, let C be a regular curve with function field K, and 
let M be a proper set of absolute values of K corresponding to the maximal 
spectrum of C. Let V be a regular geometrically connected surface together 
with a projective morphism to C, and let the projective curve X be the 
generic libre of V. Thus V has local intersection pairings [ , 1, over each 
place v E A4. 
As in Section 2, denote by Div( V) + CU. M R V, the subgroup of 
R Div( V) generated by Div( V) and C R V,. The generic libre 
homomorphism z: Div( V) -+ Div(X) extends to a homomorphism 
T-C: Div( V) + C R V, + Div(X). 
3.6. PROPOSITION. In the above situation, if each of the fibres of 
V-+C is irreducible, then there is a unique isomorphism 
6,: Pot,(V,)rDiv(V)+C,.,RV, such that 
(i) 6 y preserves the generic jibre; i.e., ~6 y = 71; 
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(ii) 6, preserves vertical components; i.e., 6,(v) = V, for v E 144; 
(iii) 6 v preserves local intersection numbers: 
[6,(A), ~,(@I,= (4 B), for all v E M; 
(iv) There is a unique Green’s pairing g, on V such that the corre- 
sponding section s,,: Div( VK) -+ Pot( V,) satisfies 
- - 
(so(ns,(z)),= cy?zl,: forall vEA4; 
(v) 6 y preserves linear equivalence. 
Proof. Since the vertical tibres are irreducible, there is a well-defined 
normalized projective Green’s pairing g, for V (i.e., independent of any 
choice of projective embedding-cf. the comments after Theorem 2.1). By 
Theorem 3.1, every element of Pot( VK) can be uniquely written as 
s,,(Y) + c for some YE Div( V,) and c E R”. (Here, for short, we write c for 
Cc,.vEPot(VK), if c= {c,},~~.) S ince the vertical tibres of V are 
irreducible, every element of Div( V) + C RV, can uniquely be written as 
P+ 2 c, V,, where each c, E R, with all but finitely many c, = 0. Define 
S.(sO(Y)+c)= ~+CuEMcL,Vt,, where c= {c,},.~. This is clearly an 
isomorphism Pot( VK) 3 Div( V) + C RF’,, and properties (i) and (ii) are 
immediate. 
By Theorem 2.1(a), Div( V) +C RF’,= Pot,( V) for all i; and by 
the comments after Theorem 2.1, the section sO: Div( V,) --f Div( V) + 
C RV, of rr is given by s,,(Y) = F. So s0 = s,6 y (where the s0 on the 
left is the section sO: Div( VK) + Pot(V,)). Thus if A =s,(Y)+c and 
B=s~(z)+d, then Cs.(A),6.(B)1,=Cs,(Y)+~cc,V,,s,(Z)+d,V,1,= 
g,( Y, Z) + (deg c)(deg Z) + (deg d)(deg Y) = (A, B),. Thus (iii) holds. In 
particular, taking c = d = 0, and using the defininition of 6 ,,, we have that 
g, has the property asserted in (iv). The uniqueness of g, follows from 
property (iv) above and Corollary 1.3(iv). Now 6,(0(f)) =div.(f) for 
f E m-)*, using Theorems 2.1(e) and 3.1(v), the fact that s,,(Y) = j-; (as 
above), and by (ii) and (iv) above. Property (v) immediately follows from 
this. 
As to uniqueness of 6,, if 6’ were another such isomorphism, then 
rcc?‘(A)=n6,(A) for all A E Pot( V,), by (i). Thus for every YEDIv( V,) 
there is a cy= {c~,,},~,ER~ such that 6’s,(Y) = 6,,s,( Y) + C cy,, V,. 
Using (iii) for 6’ and for 6,, (s,,(Y), so(Z)),= [S’s,(Y), 6’s,(Z)],= 
(so(Y), so(Z)), + (deg c,)(deg Z) + (de czNdeg Y). So (deg c,)(deg Z) 
+ (deg c,)(deg Y) = 0 for all Y and all Z, and so arguing as in the proof 
of Proposition 2.5, we have that c ,, = 0 for all Y. Thus 6 ,, and 6’ agree on 
the image of sO. But they also agree on R”, by (i) for 6, and for 6’. Since 
image(s,) and RM generate Pot( VK), the two maps are the same. 1 
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Next, we consider the general case, where the fibres of V may 
be reducible. Let V be as in the discussion prior to Proposition 3.6. 
For any projective embedding i: VG P: over the curve C, there is an 
induced subgroup Pot,(V) c QDiv( V) + R”‘, together with a map 
rc: Pot,(V) + Div( VK) and sections sg of n for each Green’s pairing g on V. 
There is also a notion of a morphism (V’, i’) -+ (V, i) (as in Proposi- 
tion 2.4). In terms of this notion, if i and i’ are projective embeddings of V 
such that the identity morphism on V determines an isomorphism 
(V, i’) -+ (V, i), then we say that i and i’ are isomorphic as embeddings. 
Thus i and i’ are isomorphic if and only if they are embeddings of V into 
the same projective space P; and there is an automorphism 9 of P: such 
that ni’ = i. 
3.1. THEOREM. Given a projectively embedded surface i: V 4 P: as above: 
(a) There is a unique group homomorphism 
6=6.i:Pot(V,)+QDiv(V)+ c RV, 
vsM 
such that 
(i) (A, B), = [6(A), 6(B)], for all VEM and for all 
A, BE Pot( VK) such that z(A), z(B) have disjoint support; 
(ii) x(6(A)) = X(A) E Div( V,), for all A E Pot( V,); 
(iii) 6(s,( Y)) = sg( Y) ~Div( VK), for all YE Div( V,) and all 
Green’s pairings g on V,; 
(iv) 6(c)=Cc,V, ifc= {c,},~,,,,ER~. 
(b) The map 6 is an isomorphism Pot( V,) 2 Pot,(V). 
(c) With Vfixed, the map ~5,~ depends only on the isomorphism class 
of the embedding i. 
(d) If the fibres of V are irreducible, then the map 6 v,i is equal to the 
map 6, of Proposition 3.6, and in particular is independent of the choice of 
embedding i. 
(e) The assignment (V, i) H ~5,,~ defines a natural transformation 
between the functors (V, i) H Pot( VK) and (V, i) H Pot,(V), in the following 
sense: Given @: (V’, i’) + (V, i), let 1+4: V;, + V, be the map induced by @ on 
the generic fibre, and consider the maps @* and @* between Pot,(V) and 
Pot,.(V’), and d* and 4* between Pot( VK) and Pot(V’;,). Then ~?,,~d* = 
@*6..,, and S..,i,4* = @*c?,~. 
Proof (a) To show existence, choose a Green’s pairing g on VK. Then 
by Theorem 3.1, every element of Pot( V,) can uniquely be written as 
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sn( Y) + c for some YE Div( I’,) and c E R”. Meanwhile by Theorem 2.1, 
every element of Pot,(V) can uniquely be written as sR( Y) + C c, V,, where 
YEDiv(VK) and c= {c,},~~ER~. Define 6(s,( Y) + c) = sg( Y) + C c, V,, 
for all YE Div( VK) and CE R”. This is well defined and injective, with 
image Pot,(V), by the uniqueness of the representations of the elements. 
By construction, properties (iii) and (iv) are trivial for this choice 
of g. For any other Green’s pairing g’, let r be the transition function 
between g and g’. Then sg,( Y) = sg( Y) + z(Y) on Pot( V,), and 
sgs ( Y) = sR( Y) + C T, ( Y) V, on Pot,( I’). So 6(s,, ( Y)) = sg, (Y), showing 
(iii). Property (ii) holds because ach map sg is a section of the correspond- 
ing map rc. Property (i) holds by Theorem 3.1 (iii) and (iv), and the corre- 
sponding facts for Pot, (cf. Theorem 2.1(c)). Finally, uniqueness follows 
from (iii), since every element of Pot( V,) is of the form sg( Y) + c. 
(b) This has already been shown in the proof of (a). 
(c) Since an automorphism of P: preserves the hyperplane class and 
thus also the map sg: Div( VK) -+ Pot,(V), the definition of 6 shows that 
replacing i by ni for some yl E Aut(P”,) does not affect 6. 
(d) The construction of 6 y,i in the proof of part (a) was independent 
of the choice of Green’s pairing g, by uniqueness. In particular, in that con- 
struction we can choose g=g,, the normalized projective Green’s pairing. 
Since the corresponding section s ,:Div(I/,)+Potj(V)=Div(V)+~RV, 
is given by so(Y) = y, this construction agrees with that of 6 y in the proof 
of Proposition 3.6. Thus the two maps are equal. 
(e) This follows from the definition of 6 and of the maps @* and @.+ 
on Pot, and from Corollary 2.6. 1 
3.8. COROLLARY. In the situation of Theorem 3.1, 
(a) 6,, restricts to an isomorphism Pot,( VK) + Pot,(V); 
(b) For each fE K( V)*, 6,i takes @f)EPot(VK) to div.(f)E 
Pot,( I’) c QDiv( V). 
Proof (a) Immediate from Theorem 3.7(a)(ii). 
(b) Immediate from Theorems 2.1(e), 3.1(v), and 3.7(a) parts (iii) 
and (iv). 1 
3.9. COROLLARY. In the situation of Theorem 3.7, suppose in addition 
that K satisfies the product formula (* ) prior to Proposition 3.5, and that 
M=M,. Then ~5,~ carries the real-valued height pairing on Pot( V,) 
(cf Proposition 3.5(c)) to the global intersection pairing on V, in the sense 
that A.B=c?.,~(A).c?.,~(B)~~~ A, B~Pot(?fk). 
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Proof: If n(A) and n(B) have disjoint support, this follows from 
Theorem 3.7(a)(i), and the construction of the global pairings as sums of 
local pairings. More generally, it follows from the fact that each of the 
global pairings is invariant under linear equivalence (cf. Proposition 3.5), 
that each is defined on all pairs in the unique way so as to preserve linear 
equivalence, and by the fact that s.,i(o(f)).s,i(A)=div.(f).6.i(A) 
(using Corollary 3.8(b)). 1 
Using the relationship between the potential group on a curve X and the 
divisor group on a surface V with general fibre X, we can construct a more 
general hybrid group which specializes to each in the relevant cases, and 
also specializes to Arakelov’s divisor group. Namely, given a global field K, 
let C be a regular scheme with function field K, whose codimension 1 
points are in bijection with a subset Mc MK. Thus C is either a curve or 
a point, and in the latter case M is empty (in which case we are back in 
the previous case of considering Pot(X)). If M is non-empty, then as in 
Section 2, either K is a function field over a finite field k and M= MK, 
in which case C is the smooth complete model over k corresponding to K, 
or else C=Spec O,, where O,= {aEK: la],<1 for all UEM}. Let 
S= M,- A4. Thus S necessarily contains the (possibly empty) set of 
archimedean primes in M,. Let V + C be a projective morphism of relative 
dimension 1, where V is a regular scheme with function field K. (Thus V 
is a surface, unless M is empty.) We then define Div,( V) to be the fibre 
product of Div( V) and Pot,( V,) over Div( VK). We then have an exact 
sequence 
0 --) Vert,( V) -+ Div,( V) -5 Div( VK) + 0, 
where Vert,( V) = Vert( V) x RS. Let pM and ps be the projection maps 
of Div,( V) onto Div( V) and Pot,( VK). For each Green’s pairing g 
on VK, and for YE Div( V,), define the closure of Y with respect to g to 
be the element Yg~Divs( V) such that pM( Yg) = YE Div( V) and 
ps( Y) = sg( Y) E Pot,( V,). Thus YH iTg defines a section Div( VK) + 
Div,( V) of 7~. 
We may define an intersection pairing on Div,( V) as follows: If 
A, BE Div,( V) such that rc(A), n(B) E Div( VK) have disjoint support, then 
for UEM define [A, B],=[p,(A),p,(B)],, and for OES define 
[A, B], = (p,(A), p,(B)),. Thus we obtain an M,-constant 
[A, B] E RMK. Note that the pairing [ ., . ] is bilinear and symmetric. 
If f e K( V)*, define div(f) E Div,( V) by the requirement that 
p,,,(div(f))=div.(f)EDiv(V) and ps(div(S))=D(f)EPot,(V,). (Such 
an element of Div,( V) exists since rr(Div.(f)) = (f) = n(D(f )) E Div( V,).) 
We will say that A, BE Div,( V) are linearly equivalent if A - B is of the 
form div( f ). 
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3.10. PROPOSITION. (a) Let K, S, V be as above. Then the 
M=ualued pairing [ , ] on Div,( V) satisfies [A + Div(f), B] = [A, B] for 
BE Vert,( V). 
(b) Fix a global field F, and for each fkite extension K of F and 
v E M,, let d(v) be the degree of the local field extension (as in Proposi- 
tion 3.5). Then for each such K, and for each choice of S and V as 
above, there is a unique real-valued symmetric bilinear pairing on Div,( V) 
which is invariant under linear equivalence and which satisfies 
A .B=C,,,d(v)[A, B], ifn(A),z(B) have disjoint support. 
Proof: (a) It suffices to show this for each local pairing [ , I,, and that 
follows from the corresponding property for the local pairings on Div( V) 
and on Pot,( V,). 
(b) By (a), 3.7 and 3.8, [Div(f), B] = (D,,,,k(f), s,n(B)). So we are 
done by 3.5. 
3.11. COROLLARY. In situation prior to Proposition 3.10: 
(a) If M= M, (so that S is empty and K is a function field), then the 
natural map Div,( V) -+ Div( V) is an isomorphism which preserves the 
pairings, the generic fibre, the vertical fibres, linear equivalence, and the 
closure maps. 
(b) If M is empty (so that S= MK) then the natural map 
Div,( V) -+ Pot,(X) is an isomorphism which preserves the other data as in 
(a) (where we identify the closure maps for g in Pot,(X) with sg). 
(c) If every fibre of V + C is irreducible, then there is a unique 
isomorphism Div,( V) + CceM RV, + Pot MK(VK) preserving the data as in 
(a). 
Proof Parts (a) and (b) are immediate from the definition of Div,( V). 
For (c), Proposition 3.6 yields an isomorphism 6 v: Pot,( V,) r 
Div(V)+C,., RV,. Combining this with the identity map on CUES RS 
yields an isomorphism Pot,,( V,) + Div,( V) + C,, ,,, RV, which has the 
desired properties and is unique, by the corresponding assertions for 6, in 
Proposition 3.6. So (c) holds. 1 
The divisor group arising in Arakelov theory is also a special case of the 
above construction. In order to see this, we first give a brief description of 
that group which de-emphasizes the role of the Hermitian metric. 
If K is a number field with ring of integers 0, and V is a regular surface 
which is projective over Spec 0, then there is a split exact sequence 
O+Vert(V)@RS+Div,(V)L Div(V,)-+O, 
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where Div, (V) is the Arakelov divisor group and S is the set of infinite 
absolute values of K. (Actually, as Arakelov points out, [At-, p. 11691, one 
can either use infinite absolute values or use embeddings into C, and 
thereby obtain slightly different groups; here we make the former choice.) 
On Div, (V) there are local and global pairings, related by 
A .B=C.s,t+ CA, Bl,, and the global pairing is invariant under linear 
equivalence (relative to a notion of the divisor div, (f) E Div, (V) of 
f~ K( V)*). For each VE S there is an induced Riemann surface 
V, = V, xK C, where the fibre product is with respect to an embedding 
KG C corresponding to 1 1”. For any Hermitian metric dp on such 
a Riemann surface V,, there is an induced Green’s pairing g, on V, 
(cf. [Ha, Corollary 2.3.91). Moreover, if a Hermitian metric du, is chosen 
for every infinite u, then there is a section Y H cfl of rc such that [ FM,, .??,I0 = - - 
g,(Y,Z) for all VES, and such that [~~,,Z,],=[Y,Z]. for all v$S, 
where YE Div( V) denotes the usual closure of YE Div( V,) in V. This 
yields an isomorphism of Div, ( V) with Div( V) x RS, but this isomorphism 
depends upon dp (or equivalently, upon g). Given two choices of metric dp, 
dp’, corresponding to Green’s pairings g, g’, the respective closure maps 
are related by yp, = Yp + C,, s r,(Y) V,, where z is the transition function 
between g and g’. Compare [Ar, pp. 1177, 11791. Also, for each 
f~ K( V)*, there is an associated principal Arakelov divisor div, (f), 
given by div,(f)=(f),+C,,,c,V,, where for all PE V, 
(uES), c,= -log Ifl, (P)-gg,,,/,(P) [At-, p. 11711; i.e., c,=g,(f). Thus 
divA(f) = (f), + CUEsg,(f) V,. Note that this is independent of the 
choice of d,u (or equivalently, of g) by the same argument as in 
Theorem 2.1 (e). 
3.12. THEOREM. Let K be a number field and let S be the set of 
archimedean absolute values. Let V be a regular surface, projective over 
Spec 0,. Then there is a unique isomorphism Div,( V) -+ Div, (V) with the 
Arakelov divisor group, which preserves the pairings, the generic fibre, the 
vertical Jibres, and linear equivalence, and sends the closure map for any 
Green’s pairing g to the closure map for the corresponding choice of 
Hermitian metrics dp. 
Proof: The abelian group Div, (V) is a split extension of Div( VK) such 
that [x(A), n(B)], is equal to the local N&on pairing (A, B), for all v E S, 
if n(A), n(B) have degree 0. So by Theorem 3.3, there is an induced 
homomorphism $s: Div, (V) + Pot,( V,) which preserves the local 
pairings over S, the generic tibre, and the vertical fibres over S. Note that 
the kernel of 4s is Vert( V). Meanwhile, recall that there is a natural projec- 
tion map b,,,,: Div, ( V) -+ Div( V), which preserves the local pairings over 
M, and the generic and vertical fibres over M. The kernel of #,,, is RS. 
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Since these two maps both induce the map rc: Div,( V) + Div( VK), it 
follows from the definition of Div,( V) that together these maps define a 
homomorphism 4: Div, (V) -+ Div,( V). Moreover this map inherits the 
properties of those two maps, and its kernel (which is ker(4,) n ker(4,)) 
is trivial. Moreover 4 restricts to the identity on Vert( V)@RS, and 
nd = n: Div,( V) + Div( V,). So 4 is also surjective, and thus is an 
isomorphism. 
To show that the inverse of 4 is the desired isomorphism, it remains to 
show that 4 preserves closures and linear equivalence. By [Ha, 
Corollary 2.3.91, for each Green’s pairing g on I’, over S, there is a corre- 
sponding assignment of Hermitian metrics I$,, u E S, and thus correspond- 
ing closure maps Y+-+ yp. For YE Div( VK), let sb( Y) = ds( y) E Pot,( V,). 
Then for all pairs of disjoint divisors Y, 2 E Div( V,), and for u E S, we have 
<sL( n sb(Z)), = [Y, Z], =g,( Y, Z). Moreover, if we let II’(f) = 
&divA(f)), then o’(f)=~b+x:,~~g,(f) .u for all g (using the formula 
above for div, (f)). Thus by the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 3.1 (cf. 
parts (iv) and (v)), we have sR = sb for all g and o(f) = U(f) = d(div,(f)) 
for all f: Thus 4 preserves the closure maps and linear equivalence. 1 
3.13. EXAMPLE. Let K be a global field, let X be a smooth projective 
curve over K, and let i: Xcr Pg = Proj K[z,, . . . . z,] be a projective embed- 
ding. For any subset S c M, which contains all the archimedean primes of 
K, we may consider the closure V of X in P; = Proj 0, [z,, . . . . z,], relative 
to i (i.e., the closure of i(X)), where C is the regular model of a curve with 
function field K such that M = MK - S corresponds to the set of codimen- 
sion 1 points. If V is regular, then we may consider Div,( V), as above. As 
a group with a pairing and the other associated data, it depends only on 
S, X, and i, and so we may denote it Div,(X, i). According to Proposi- 
tion 3.10, Div,(X, i) has a real-valued intersection pairing which is 
invariant under linear equivalence. For each Green’s pairing g, it also has 
a section sR of rt: Div,( V) + QVert( V) -+ Div(X), combining the section sn 
of Theorem 2.1 over M with the section sR of Theorem 3.1 over S. 
Given two such subsets S c S’, we obtain complements M’ c M, corre- 
sponding to C’ c C and V’ c V. Let N = S’ - S, and let Y” be the closure of 
X over the curve C, corresponding to N. If V is regular, then so is V’, and 
so we may consider Div,(X, i) = Div,( V) and Div,(X, i’) = Div,,( L”). 
There is then an induced inclusion map Div,. (X, i’ ) 4 Div,(X, i), corre- 
sponding to the inclusion 6 vp,,i: Pot,(X) 4 Div( V”) of Theorem 3.7. This 
map respects the intersection pairings, the map to Div(X), etc. The image 
of 6 v,,,i is Pot,(V”), and so the map Div,.(X, i’)~Div,(X, i) is an 
isomorphism if and only if the fibres of V over N are irreducible. 1 
Remark. The above example suggests the possibility of defining a group 
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Div,(X, i) for any smooth projective curve X over K, any projective 
embedding i, and any subset S c M,, even if S does not contain all the 
archimedean primes. Such a group should also have a well-behaved inter- 
section pairing, generalizing the one in the case already considered. In the 
number field case, if S is the set of archimedean primes and C$ is the empty 
set, then the cokernel of Div,(X, i’) cj Divm(X, i) would reflect “the extent 
to which the infinite vertical libres fail to be irreducible.” These ideas will 
be pursued in a subsequent paper [Ha2]. 
4. ADJUNCTION FORMULAS 
In this section we prove an adjunction formula for the potential 
group Pot(X), with respect to “canonical Green’s pairings.” We also extend 
this to a generalized adjunction formula for the “hybrid” divisor groups 
Div,(X) of Section 3. This generalized adjunction includes both the classi- 
cal and the Arakelov adjunction formulas as special cases. 
Let K be a global field, let A4 be a proper set of absolute values, and let 
X be a curve over K (assumed to be smooth, projective, and geometrically 
connected). Each Green’s pairing g on X over M has an induced symmetric 
bilinear pairing g, on ZX(K,) which extends g (cf. [Ha, 2.4.4]), where we 
regard K, as contained in the algebraic closure of each K,; for short we will 
write g(Z, Z’) for g,(Z, Z’). Also recall from [Ha, Sect. 2.41 that for any 
Green’s pairing g there is homomorphism ft-+g(f) : K(X)* -+ RM such 
that g,((f), Y)+g,(f)(deg Y)= -loglfl,(Y) for all OEM few')*, 
YE Div(X). Also, the map f H g( f) depends only on the class of g modulo 
M-constants. 
Let 6: X+ X xK X be the diagonal morphism, and let A c X x K X be 
the diagonal subscheme. (When there will be no confusion we will also 
write XxX for X xKX.) Let X,=X xKKo. For each PEX(K,) let 
i,: X, + Xx X be the composition X, q P xKO X0 -+ X xK X. There is an 
induced map i,*: Div(Xx X), -+ ZX(K,), where Div(Xx X), is the subset 
of Div(Xx X) consisting of divisors whose support does not contain the 
closure of the image of i,. Note that if HEDIv(XX X), then H lies in 
Div(X x X), (and hence ip* (H) is defined) for all but finitely many 
geometric points P. 
We will say that a Green’s pairing g on X over M is canonical if for every 
non-zero rational function f E K(Xx X)* such that A + (f) meets A 
properly, there is an M-constant b such that the canonical divisor 
W’=d*(-A-(f))~Div(X) satisfies 
g( W f’) + g(P, jP* (A + (f ))I + g(G (f 1) = b (*I 
for all geometric points P E X(K,) such that the left hand side is defined. 
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4.1. PROPOSITION. Let K be a field, let M be a proper set of absolute 
values on K, and let X be a smooth curve over K of genus p. 
(a) If p > 0 then there exist canonical Green’s pairings on X, and any 
two differ by an M-constant. 
(b) If p = 0 then every Green’s pairing on X is canonical. 
Proof (a) Case 1. p>O. 
Step 1. We will show that given any f and a W as in (* ) above, there 
is a unique Green’s pairing g such that ( * ) is satisfied with b = 0. 
Let g’ be any Green’s pairing on X over M. For each P E X(K,) let 
a(P)=g’(W,P)+g’(P,i,*(d+(f)))+g’(i,*(f)). Thus a:X(KO)-+RM 
is a locally bounded continuous function. Let t(P) = [o(P) - c]/2p, 
where c = a( W)/(4p - 2) E R”. Thus r(W) = [o(W) - (2p - 2) c]/2p = 
[ 1 - (2p - 2)/(4p - 2)] (I( W)/2p = c. Now let g be the Green’s pairing such 
that r is the transition function between g and g’. Then g(i:(f))(deg Y) = 
-log ) ip* f 1 (Y) - g(ip* (f), Y) for all Y having support disjoint from that 
of (f), and similarly for g’. Also, deg ip* (A + (f)) = deg ip* (A) = deg P = 1. 
We claim that ( * ) holds. Namely, the left hand side of ( * ) equals 
a(P) - (deg W r(P) - T( W - z(iP* (A + (f))) - t(P) + z(iP* (f)) 
=o(P)-2pt(P)-z(W)=a(P)-[a(P)-cl-t(W)=O, 
using r(ip* (f)) - .r(ip* (d + (f))) = .r(ip* (d)) = z(P) and r(W) = c. So g is as 
desired. 
To show uniqueness, observe that if g” also satisfies (* ) and if r” is the 
transition function from g to g”, then computing as above we obtain 
-2pz”(P) -r”( W) =O. So r” is independent of P (for PE X(K,)), say 
r(P)=bER”. Thus 0= -2pb-(2p-2)b= -(4p-2)b and so b=O. 
Thus r”=O and g”=g. 
Step 2. We will show that any two Green’s pairings in Step 1 agree up 
to an M-constant. 
Let f and f' each be functions as in (* ), let W, W’ be the induced 
canonical divisors on X, and let g, g’ be the induced Green’s pairings 
given by Step 1. Let j=f'/f and h = S*(j), so that w’= W- (h). Let 
c=g(h)/(2p- l)fR”, and let g”=g-c (i.e., g”(Y,Z)=g(Y,Z)- 
c(deg Y)(deg Z)). We claim that g’ = g”, and so in particular g and g’ differ 
by an M-constant. 
By the uniqueness assertion in Step 1, it suffices to show that g” satisfies 
the property characterizing g’. For general PE X(K,) we have 
(1) 
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and we wish to show that 
g”(W’,P)+g”(P,i,*(A+(f’)))+g”(i,*(f’))=O. (2) 
Note that g”(ip* (f’)) =g”(i,* (f)) + g”(ip* (j)), and that g”(ip* (f)) = 
g(ip*(f)), since g and g” differ by a constant and the divisor i;(f) has 
degree 0. Also 
and 
g”(ip*(A) = -1% I ip*(j)l(f7 -g(ip*W, P) 
g(h)=g(a*(j))= -1% I~*(j)l(P)-g((h), P). 
Moreover log IS*(j)/(P)-log Iip*(j)l(P)=log Ij((S(P))-log Ij((i,(P)) 
= 0 since B(P) = (P, P) = iP(P). So 
g(h)= -log I iP*(j)l(P)-g((h), P) 
= g(P, ip* (A) + dip* (A) - g((h), PI. 
Thus using (l), the left hand side of (2) equals 




Step 3. Existence of canonical Green’s pairings and uniqueness up to 
M-constants. 
Let f, W, g be as in Step 1. Then any other such J’ induces a 
w’= 6*( -A - (f’)), and hence (by Step 1) a g’. By Step 2 we have that 
g’=g- c for some M-constant c. So g(ip* (f’)) = g’(ip* (f’)) and 
g( w’, P) + g(P, ip* (A +f’)) + g(ip* (f’)) = c(2p - 1). Since this holds for all 
f’ (with the M-constant c(2p - 1) =g(f’/f) depending on f'), it follows 
that g is a canonical Green’s pairing. 
Finally, suppose that g” is any other canonical Green’s pairing, say 
satisfying 
g”( W, f’) + g”(f’, iP* (A + (f))) + s”(iP* (f)) = b (*I” 
with b E R”. Then g” - b/(2p - 1) satisfies the defining equation ( * ) for g, 
and so by the uniqueness assertion in Step 1 we have g” - b/(2p - 1) = g. 
So indeed g is unique up to an M-constant. 
(b) Case 2. p=O. 
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We claim that it suffices to show that there exists a canonical Green’s 
pairing g on X. Namely, suppose that g’ is any other Green’s pairing, and 
that r is the transition function from g to g’. As in the proof of Step 1 of 
part (a), 
g’( W, P) + g’(P, ip* (A + (f))) +g’(ip* (f)) = b - WP) - d W 
= b - T( W), 
an M-constant. So the g’ is also canonical. 
Next, we show that there is indeed a canonical Green’s pairing. There is 
an isomorphism i: X0 2 P’ between X, = X x K K, and the projective line 
PI over K,. This projective embedding i is defined over some finite exten- 
sion K’ of K. Over each place v E A4 choose a place v’ E M,!, and let 
M’ c M,, be the set of these places y’. Then the embedding i determines a 
projective Green’s pairing g’ on the K’-curve X’ =X x K K’ over M’ 
(cf. [Ha, Proposition 2.4.41.). Restricting g’ to QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) - A 
and identifying R”’ with RM yields a Green’s pairing g on X. Note that the 
induced extension g, of g to QZX(K,) x QZX(K,) - A agrees with the 
induced extension of the projective Green’s pairing g’. We claim that it 
suffices to show that for this Green’s pairing, (*) holds for some f 
and the induced W= 6*( -A - (f)). Namely, if this is shown, then given 
any other suchf’, let W’=S*(-A-(f’)), j=f’/f, h=6*(j). Then W’= 
W--(h), and g(W’,P)+g(P,i,*(A+(f’)))+g(i,*(f’))=b-g((h),P)+ 
g(P, iP* (A) + s(iP* (A) = b + g(h) E R”“, where the last equality is as in the 
proof of Step 2 of part (a). So indeed g is a canonical Green’s pairing. 
So it suffices to show that (* ) holds for this g and a particular choice of 
f: It suffices to work over K’, and so replacing K by K’ we may assume that 
x= Pk. 
Let x0, X, be homogeneous coordinates on X = Pk, and on Xx X let 
y,, y, be coordinates on the first factor and x0, x, on the second. Let 
f=xI y,/(x,y, -xl yO). Then for P=(a,: a,)#(1 :O), i,*(A+ (f))= 
(1 : 0), iP*(f)=a,x,/(a,x,-ua,x,). Choosing Q= (cO : cr) # P, 
dip*(f))= -log IiP*(f)l(~~:c~)+g(P-(l :O), (co:cl)) 
= -log l~,C,l(~,C,-w,)I -log l%c,-~,c,I +log ICI1 
= -log la,/. 
Also, -A-(f) = Xx(1 :0) + (1 :0)xX, and W = 6*(-A-(f)) = 
--2(1:(l). Sog(W,P)=-210glulI. Thusg(W,P)+g(P,i,*(A+(f)))+ 
g(~,*(f))=-2loglu,l+~oglu,I-log(u,I=-2loglu,~, anM-constant, 
as desired. 1 
Remarks. (a) If g is a canonical Green’s pairing then so is g + c, for any 
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M-constant c. Namely, for each f, g satisfies ( * ) for some b E R”, and g + c 
satisfies the analogous equality with the right hand side replaced by 
b+(2p-1)c. 
This also shows that for each choice off there is a canonical Green’s 
pairing satisfying (1) above. In fact, if g is any canonical Green’s pairing 
(thus satisfying ( * ) for some 6), then c = -b/(2p - 1) is the unique M-con- 
stant such that the pairing g + c satisfies (1) above. Note that if p > 0 then 
Step 1 in the proof of Proposition 4.1(a) shows that g + c is the unique 
Green’s pairing satisfying (1). 
(b) The proof of Proposition 4.1 also shows that if a canonical 
Green’s pairing g satisfies (1) for a particular J then for any f’ we have 
g(W P)+g(P, iP*(A+(f’))+g(ip*(f’))=g(h), 
where h = S*(f’/f). Thus by remark (a), the Green’s pairing 
g - g(h)/(2p - 1) satisfies (1) with f replaced by f’. More generally, if g 
satisfies ( * ) for a particular J; then the right hand side of the corresponding 
equation for f’ is b + g(h). 
(c) By Proposition 4.1 (a) and Remark (a) above, if p > 0 then the 
canonical Green’s pairings form an equivalence class modulo M-constants 
in the set of all Green’s pairings on X. 1 
Let X and M be as before, and let g be a Green’s pairing. As in Proposi- 
tion 4.1, if f E K(X x X)* is non-zero rational function such that d + (f) 
meets A properly, then the support of (f) contains the closure of the image 
of i, for only finitely many PEX(K,), and except for those P the function 
fp = ip*(f) is well defined. For these generic P, s,(P) + D(fp) = 
s,(ip* (A + (f)) + g(fp), and 7c sends this element of Pot(X) to a divisor in 
Div(X) whose support does not contain P. We will say that Q E Pot(X) is 
a canonical potential divisor with respect to g if for some such 
“I” E K(Xx x)*, 
<f&s,P)+ (~,p,~,p+afP))=o 
for all P such that the left hand side is defined. 
(**I 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let K, M, X be as in Proposition 4.1, and let g be a 
Green’s pairing on X over M. Then: 
(a) If there is a canonical potential divisor 52 E Pot(X) with respect to 
g, then g is a canonical Green’s pairing and n(Q) is a canonical divisor on X. 
Moreover 71(Q) = 6*(-A - (f)), where f is as in (** ). 
(b) If g is a canonical Green’s pairing, and WE Div(X) is a canonicai 
divisor, then there is a Q E Pot(X) over W which is a canonical potential 
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divisor with respect to g, and S2 is unique up to adding a principal 
M-constant. 
(c) If g is a canonical Green’s pairing, then the canonical potential 
divisors with respect to g form a linear equivalence class in Pot(X). 
Proof: (b) Since W is a canonical divisor, W= 6*( -A - (f)) for some 
fE K(Xx x)* which meets A properly. By the definition of canonical 
Green’s pairings, there is an M-constant b E RM such that 
d W 0 +g(P, iP* (A + (f))) + s(iP* (f)) = b (*I 
for all PE X(K,) such that fp = ip* (f) is defined. Let Sz =gp( W) - b. 
Then (sz,s,P)+(s,P,s,P+D(f,))=g(W,P)-b+g(P,i,*(A+(f)))+ 
g(ip* (f)) = 0. This shows existence. 
Next, assume that Q, Q are both canonical potential divisors with 
respect to g, corresponding to f,f’ E K(X x X)*. We claim that Q is linearly 
equivalent toQ’.Namely,letj=f’/f~K(XxX)*andleth=6*(j)EK(X)*. 
Then subtracting, we have (Q’-sZ,s,P)+ (s,P,D(j,))=O. But 
(s,P, W,)> = <s,pt s,(j,)> +stj,) = -log I j,l (P) = -1% I jl (P, PI= 
-log 1 hl (P)= (sg(h),sgP)+g(h)= (s,P,D(h)). So (D(h)+sZ-Q’, s,P) 
= 0 for generic P. But as a function of P, this expression is a Weil function 
for n(I)(h) $ R-Q’) = S*(j) + x(Q -Q’). So x(D(h) + Q - Q’) = 0, and 
thus D(h) + R - 0’ is an M-constant. But again, since this element pairs to 
0 with s,P, this M-constant is 0. So Q’- 52 = D(h), a principal potential 
divisor. 
So in particular, if n(Q) = rr(Q’) then Q’ - 52 = D(h) for some h E K(X)* 
such that x(h) = 0. Thus h is a non-zero constant function on A’, i.e., h E K*. 
So D(h) = s,(h) + g(h) = -log 1 h 1, the principal M-constant associated to 
h. 
(c) It was already shown in the proof of (b) that any two canonical 
potential divisors relative to g must be linearly equivalent. Next, assume 
that Q is such a potential divisor and that Q’ E Pot(X) is linearly 
equivalent to Q. Thus 52’= Q -D(h) for some h E K(X)*. Choose a 
rational function Jo K(Xx X)* whose restriction to A is h 0 6- ‘; thus 
h = S*(j) E K(X)*. Since Q is a canonical potential divisor, there is an 
feK(XxX)* such that (Q,s,P)+(s,P,s,P+D(f,))=O. Let f’=fi. 
Then (a’, s,P) + (s,P, s,P+D(f;)) = -(D(h), s,P) + (sRP, D(S*j)) 
=O, and so Q’ is indeed a canonical potential divisor. 
(a) Write R=s~WI--C, where CE R”. Let f be as in (** ). 
Writing fp = iP* (f ), g( W’, P) + g(P, iP* (A + (f ))) + g(fp) = (0, s,P) + 
(s,P, s,P + D(fp)) + b = b. By Remark (a) after Proposition 4.1, there is a 
canonical Green’s pairing g’ such that g’( W, P) + g’(P, ip* (A + (f ))) + 
g’(fp)=O, where W=6*(-A-(f)). Let r be the transition function 
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between g and g’. Then z(fp)-z(ip*(d + (f)))= -z(ip*(d))= --r(p), and 
g(fp) - g’(fp) = r(f), so b = g(W’v PI + g(P> iP*(A + (f))) + g(fp)= 
-(degW’ + i)s(P)-r(V)-r(i,*(d+(f)))+r(f,)+g’(W’-w,P)= 
- (deg W’ + 2) r(P) - r(w)) + g’( IV’ - W, P). Thus the function 
P H g’( W’ - W, P) has no singularities, yet is a Weil function for IV’ - W. 
So IV’ - W= 0, so that z(a) = W is a canonical divisor. 
If X has genus 0, then by Proposition 4.1 (b), g is automatically a canoni- 
cal Green’s pairing. On the other hand if X has genus p > 0, then setting 
W’ = W in the above equality yields b = - 2pt(P) - r( W). Thus t(P) is an 
M-constant, independent of P; i.e., g differs from the canonical Green’s 
pairing g’ by an M-constant. So by Remark (a) after Proposition 4.1, g is 
a canonical Green’s pairing. 1 
Remarks. (a) In the situation of Proposition 4.2(b), there is a unique 
choice for 52 once the function f of ( ** ) is given. Namely, any two choices 
of Sz must differ by a principal M-constant c = {c, } UE ,,,, (by Proposi- 
tion 4.2(b)). Subtracting the two equalities coming from (** ) for the two 
choices of Sz, we find that 0 = (c, s,P), = c, for all P all v. So c = 0. This 
shows uniqueness. 
For existence, given g andf, let Sz be any choice of a canonical potential 
divisor such that rr(sZ) = (f). It suffices to show that for some principal 
M-constant c, 52 - c satisfies (** ) with respect o J: 
Namely, by definition of canonical potential divisors, there is an 
f’ E K(Xx x)* such that A + (f’) meets A properly, and such that 
(Sz, sg P ) + ( sg P, sg P + D(fL) ) = 0 for all P E X(K,). And by Proposi- 
tion 4.2(a), (S’) = rc(sZ) = (f). So f= af’, for some aE K*. Thus 
D(fp) - D(fL) = D(a) = -log I a 1, the principal M-constant associated 
to a. Then (Q-D(a), s,P) + (s,,P, s,P+D(f,)) = (-D(a), s,P) + 
(s,P, D(a)) =0 for all P. 
(b) Any two canonical potential divisors are linearly equivalent. 
More precisely, let W=I~*(-A-(f)) and W’=d*(-A-(f’)) be two 
choices of canonical divisors on X. (By Proposition 4.2, any canonical 
potential divisor must lie over such a canonical divisor.) Write 
j=f’/f E K(Xx X)*. Thus IV’= W- (6*(j)). Let 0 be the unique canonical 
potential divisor over W for g with respect to f (cf. Remark (a) above). 
Let CC?‘= 52 -D(S*(j)). Then for every P, (D(d*(j)), s,P) = 
-log IS*(j)l(P)= -log Ijl(P, P)= (D(ip*(j)),sgP), and so (**) holds 
for Sz’ with respect o S’. Also, n(C) = W’. So by the uniqueness assertion 
in Remark (a), Sz’ is the unique potential divisor over W’ for g with respect 
to f ‘, and this proves the assertion. a 
For any closed point Q on X having residue field K’ (a finite extension 
of K), let x’ = X x K K’ and let the morphism ie: x’ -+ X x K X be the 
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composition X’q Q x K’ X’ 4 X’ x K’ X’ + X x K X. Thus there is an 
induced map i; : Div(X x X), + Div(X’) 4 2X(&), where Div(Xx X), is 
the subset of Div(X x X) consisting of divisors which meet the image of i, 
properly. Extending by linearity, for any divisor Y on X there is an induced 
map i y* : Div(X x X) y + 2X(&) (where Div(X x X) y consists of divisors 
which lie in Div(X x X), for all closed points Q in the support of Y). Note 
that if YE Div(X) is a reduced effective divisor, then we may write 
Y = C Pj as an element of ZX(K,), and iy* = C i;,. 
Now fix a global field F, with a proper set M, of absolute values satis- 
fying a product formula. For each finite extension K of F we obtain a set 
M, of absolute values on K extending those in M,. As before, we let 
11 11 = 1 Iud(‘) if I IU extends one of the absolute values in M, and d(o) is 
the ‘degree”of the local field extension. As in Section 3, the M,-constant 
valued pairing ( , ) on Pot(X) over M, then yields a real-valued pairing 
(A, B) H A . B which is invariant under linear equivalence, is defined for all 
pairs, and for which A .B=C d(u)(A, B), if n(A), rc(B)EDiv( V,) have 
disjoint support. The extension to a global pairing over K, (induced by the 
extension of g) is also invariant under linear equivalence. In particular, 
if f~ K(X x X)* and Y is a reduced effective divisor, then iy* (f) pairs 
trivially. 
4.3. THEOREM (Potential Adjunction). Let K be a global field as above, 
and let X be a smooth projective curve over K. Let g be a canonical Green’s 
pairing on X over M,, and let Q E Pot(X) be a canonical potential divisor 
with respect to g. Then for every reduced effective divisor Y on X, 
. 
I 
Proof Since the real-valued global pairing is invariant under linear 
equivalence, we may replace Sz by a linearly equivalent element of Pot(X) 
and thereby reduce to the case that rc(L2)~Div( VK) has support disjoint 
from that of Y. Write Y = C P,, with Pi E X(K,). Also, let f E K(X x X)* be 
as in the definition of canonical potential divisors, and let f ,, = i y* (f ). Thus 
for every j, 
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Hence, 
sz~s,Y+s,Y.s,Y=~sz.s,P,+ 1 S,Pi.S,Pj 
i (id 
.I i#j 
as desired. 1 
The above result may be extended to an adjunction formula for potential 
divisors which are not necessarily of the form sg( Y). First we introduce a 
notation of discriminant. 
4.4. LEMMA. Given a smooth projective X over K, and a Green’s pairing 
g on X over M c M,, we may, in a unique way, assign an M-constant ag (A) 
to each A E Pot(X) for which n(A) E Div(X) is reduced and effective, 
satisfying: 
(i) a,(s,Z) =Ciz, g(P,, P,) if Z=cf=, Pi, where the geometric 
points Pi E X(K,) are distinct; 
(ii) a,(c)=(2p-2)cfor CER~, wherep=genus X, 
(iii) a,(A+B)=a,(A)+a,(B)+2(A, B), if A, B, A+B all have 
reduced effective images in Div( X). 
Proof. Every element A E Pot(X) can uniquely be written in the form 
s,Z + c, for some Z E Div(X) and c E R”. Here Z is of the form C Pi with 
the Pi distinct if Z = x(A) is reduced and effective. We then define 
a,(A)= C g(P,, Pj)+(2p-2)c+2(degZ)c. 
if/ 
(*I 
This trivially satisfies (i) and (ii), and is easily seen to satisfy (iii) as well. 
The uniqueness follows from the fact that (it(iii) force (* ), using the fact 
that we may write A = sg Y + c. 1 
Remarks. (a) Property (iii) holds in particular for divisors of the form 
sg( Y), and hence for the right hand side of Theorem 4.3. 
(b) Property (ii) can be replaced by the two conditions: 
(ii)’ a,(v)=2p-2, for UEM (viewing VER”‘); 
(ii)” If ZE Div(X) is reduced and effective, then the map 
CH a,(Z+ c): RM -+ RM is continuous. 
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(c) ag depends on the choice of g. In fact, suppose that g, g’ are 
Green’s pairings such that g’ =g + c for some M-constant c. Then 
d,(A) = d,,(A) + dpc (where p = genus X). 
To see this, observe that it suffices to check the case that A is of the form 
s,,(Z), for some reduced effective divisor Z on X. Let d = deg Z. Then 
d,(A’) = 8,&Z+ tdc) 
= a,(Z) + lJ,(+dc)+ 2(Z, ;dc) 
= c g(P,, Pi) + +d(2p - 2) c + d2c 
i#i 
= 1 g’(P,, P,) - d(d- 1) c + id(2p - 2) c+ d2c 
r#j 
=+(A’)+dc+;d(2p-2)c 
= d,r(A’) + dpc. 1 
4.5. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, if AE Pot(X) 
and n(A) is a reduced effective divisor on X, then 
D.A+A.A=dega,(A). 
Proof: Write A = s,Z + c, where Z = x(A) E Div(X) and c E R”‘. Then 
using Theorem 4.3 and the above lemma, we have 
Q~A+A~A=Q~ss,Z+s,Z~s,Z+SZ~c+c~c+2s,Z~c 
= deg a,(s,Z) + (deg n(Q))(deg c) 
+ 0 + 2(deg Z)(deg c) 
=deg[8,(.s,Z)+(2p-2)~+2(2,~)] 
=dega,(A). 1 
In order to generalize the above to the “hybrid” divisor groups Div,( V), 
we need to discuss discriminants on I/. Given a Dedekind domain 0 with 
fraction field K, and a finite O-algebra R, let L = R Q. K, and define the 
complementary module to be the R-submodule of L given by 
which contains R. Define the different by 
diff(R/O) = {a E L : for all b E R’, ab E R), 
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which is an ideal of R. The discriminant is then given by 
disc(R/O) = N,,,($ff(R/O)), 
where NLjK is the norm map from ideals of R to those of 0. Also, the norm 
N(disc(R/O)) = # (O/(disc(R/O))) of disc(R/O) as an ideal of 0 is equal to 
the norm N(diff(R/O)) as an ideal of R. Similarly, for each closed point of 
0, corresponding to an absolute value DE M,, there is a local norm 
N,(disc(R/O)) = # (O,/disc(R,/O,)). 
If A = SpecR is an irreducible curve contained in a smooth projective 
surface V over C= Spec 0, then A is a local complete intersection in pro- 
jective space over 0, and hence has a relative canonical divisor WalC 
(corresponding to the relative dualizing sheaf w~,~, which in this case is 
locally free). We then define the discriminant 
3A)= {dega(oajc))veMERM, 
where M is the set of absolute values corresponding to the codimension 
1 points of C, and deg, is the local degree over u E M. (This is well defined 
because A is projective over C.) 
In the case that A is horizontal, these two notions are related. Namely, 
W a,c = diff(R/O), and so N( WA,=) = N(disc(R/O)). Thus 
d(A)= (NL’(disc(W))),.M 
In the case that A is vertical, say lying over v E M, o~,~ is a canonical 
divisor on the projective curve A. The M-constant a(A) consists only of a 
v-component, viz. 27 - 2, where y is the arithmetic genus of A. 
As in the case of potential divisors (cf. Lemma 4.4), we may extend this 
notion of discriminant to arbitrary divisors on V whose horizontal 
components are reduced and effective, by requiring a(O) = 0, and 
a(A + B) = a(A) + a(B) + 2[A, B] if n(A), n(B) are reduced, effective, and 
have disjoint support. 
Remark. By also imposing condition (ii) of Lemma 4.4 for all v (where 
for v E M we identify u with I’,), these requirements determine an extension 
to elements of Div( V) + QVert( V) + RM whose horizontal components are 
effective and reduced. For a general vertical divisor A and aEQ, we then 
have a(aA)=aa(A)+a(a- l)[A, A]. 
Using the above notions, we may obtain an adjunction formula for the 
hybrid divisor groups of Section 3. Namely, in the situation of 
Theorem 4.3, let SCM, be a subset containing all the archimedean 
absolute values, and let C be the regular curve having function field K and 
such that the set of codimension 1 points is M= M, - S. Let V be a 
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regular variety which is projective over C, and let X be the generic libre of 
V over C. Thus X is a smooth projective curve over K. As in Section 3, we 
may consider Div,( V). To give an element A of Div,( V) is equivalent to 
giving elements AM E Div( V) and A, E Pot,(X) which induce the same 
element of Div(X). If A = (A,,,, As)~ Div,( V) has the property that 
n(A) E Div(X) is reduced and effective, and if g is a Green’s pairing on X 
over S, then we may consider the discriminant a(A), i.e., the M=constant 
whose projection onto M is a(A,,,,) and whose projection onto S is a,(A,). 
4.6. THEOREM (Generalized Adjunction). With K as above, let S c M, 
be a subset containing all the archimedean absolute values, C the regular 
model of K over M = M, - S, V a regular surface which is projective over 
C, g a canonical Green’s pairing on X= VK over S, and QK a canonical 
divisor on X. Then there is an SZED~V~( V) such that x(Q)=Q,, and such 
that 
Q.A+A.A=dega(A) 
forallA=(A,,A,)EDivs(V)such that thesupportofA,EDiv(V)liesin 
the smooth locus of V over C, and such that x(A) is a reduced effective 
divisor on the curve X. 
Proof Let d be the diagonal on V x V, and d, be the diagonal on 
Xx X. Since QK is a canonical divisor on C, there is an f E K(X x X)* = 
K(Vx V)* such that the divisor dk=d,+(f) on XxX meets A, 
properly, and Sz, = 6*( -A’) E Div(X). Let A’ = A + div y( f ), and let 
0, = 6*(-A’). Thus ~(a,) = Q,. By Proposition 4.2(b), there is a 
canonical potential divisor Q, for g lying over Sz,. Moreover, by Remark 
(a) after that result, 52, is uniquely determined by requiring that condition 
(** ) prior to Proposition 4.2 hold with respect o f: Let Q = (Q,, Sz,). 
By the definition of 8(A) for general A, we may assume that either 
(i) A = Z, for closed point Z on X, or 
(ii) A, is a reduced and irreducible vertical divisor on V and 
A,=O, or 
(iii) A, is a single vertical libre v, v E S, and A,,,, = 0. 
In case (iii) the result is a special case of potential adjunction 
(Theorem 4.3). In the other cases, let D = A,,,. 
Now there is an exact sequence of sheaves on D (regarded as a sub- 
scheme of V) 
0-+0,(-D) D--% co,,, D+o,,c+O, 
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where the first two terms are invertible sheaves and the cokernel is a 
skyscraper sheaf, of degree equal to deg a(D). The middle term agrees with 
C3*0 VX “(-A) on the smooth locus of V. 
In case (ii), D is a projective curve over the residue field of C at some 
u E M. Thus restrictions of 0 ,,( -D) and o,,, to D have well-defined 
degrees, viz. the intersection numbers of any section with D. Since the 
degree of the middle term is the sum of the other two degrees, the result 
follows. 
Now consider case (i). We may assume that the locus of D is disjoint 
from that of 52,. Namely, suppose that the result is proven in this case. 
Then by the result using another canonical divisor Ok and the induced 
Sz’ = (a,,, Q$) and using the invariance of global intersection under linear 
equivalence, the result follows from knowing that a’ is linearly equivalent 
to Q. Write Ql,=S*( -A,- (f’)) on X, and let j =f ‘/’ Thus j meets A 
properly. We thus have !&,=6*(-A - div,. ,,(f’)) = 0, - div.(d*(j)). 
Meanwhile, by Remark (b) after Proposition 4.2, Sz; = Q, - D(6*( j)). 
Thus Q’ = Q - div(6*( j)), as required. 
We may also assume that D is a section, or equivalently that the residue 
field of X at 2 is K. Namely, if the residue field at 2 is K,, then K, is 
separable over K because 2 is reduced; let K’ be the Galois closure of K, 
over K. Also, let C’ be the normalization of C in K’, and let I” = V x c C’. 
Then V’ is regular along the pullback of the smooth locus of I’, and in par- 
ticular along the locus of the pullback D’ of D. Let V” be a minimal 
desingularization of V’, and let D” be the pullback of D to V”. Thus 
D” + D’ is an isomorphism since D is contained in the smooth locus of I’, 
and o,,,,,, z o,,,,. is the pullback of oDjc. Also, o..,,, agrees with the 
pullback of oVlc away from the exceptional ocus, and so w..,~ I Ds, is the 
pullback of o V,c 1 D. So applying the projection formula, we are reduced to 
showing the result for D”. As above, it suffices to show the result for each 
component, and those are each sections. So indeed it s&ices to show case 
(i) in the case that D is a section, i.e., the closure of a K-valued point 2 
of x. 
In this case we wish to show that Q .A + A. A = 0. Since A . A = 
A . (A + div(f,)), where fD = i:(f) E K(X)* = K(V)*, and since the latter 
intersection also makes sense at each local place v, it suff%zes to show the 
local identities, viz. 
[Q, D],+ CD, i:(A’)-J,=O for all v E M, (1) 
and 
(~,,s,z).+(s,z,s,Z+D(f,))=O for all u E S. (2) 
Here (2) follows from the definition of Q, as a canonical potential divisor, 
and Proposition 4.2(a). It remains to show (1). 
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Consider the rational section (r of O,( --O)lD given by the restric- 
tion of f-’ to D x I/Z V, and then to D. Its divisor is 
div(a)=i,*(-A-div,(f))l.=i,*(-A’)l,. The image a(a) of (T under 0: 
corresponds to the restriction of f-i to A z V, and then to D. Its divisor 
is div(a(o))=d*(-A-div.(f))1.=52,1,. Now the map c( above is now 
an isomorphism, since the cokernel vanishes, and so the local degrees are 
equal. Thus (1) holds, as well. 1 
Remark. The canonical Green’s pairings can be regarded as putting a 
metric on the line bundles induced by the invertible sheaves at each place 
v E S. The above proof shows that the above exact sequence corresponds to 
an exact sequence of metrized sheaves. From this one also deduces that the 
degree of the middle term is the sum of the degrees of the outer terms, and 
this is the assertion of Theorem 4.6. 
4.7. EXAMPLES. (a) If S= M,, then Theorem 4.6 asserts potential 
adjunction (see Theorem 4.3). 
(b) If K is a function field and S is empty, then Theorem 4.6 is 
essentially the usual adjunction formula. While the usual formula is stated 
in terms of the canonical sheaves over the base field, those sheaves are 
related to the relative canonical sheaves by the exact sequence 
O+W c -+ w ,, -+ w v,c + 0, and similarly for a,,,. 
(c) Let K be a number field, and let S be the set of archimedean 
primes. Then Theorem 4.6 provides an Arakelov-theoretic adjunction for- 
mula (cf. Theorem 3.12 above). In particular, suppose that X has positive 
genus. Then the canonical Green’s pairing used in Theorem 4.6 can be 
normalized so as to equal Arakelov’s Green’s pairing with respect to his 
canonical Hermitian metric & and with this choice Theorem 4.6 agrees 
with Arakelov’s adjunction formula. 
Namely, it suffices to check that Arakelov’s Green’s pairing g with 
respect to dp is (in our terminology) a canonical Green’s pairing, and also 
that his canonical Arakelov divisor is a canonical element of Pot,(V) with 
respect to g (under the identification in Theorem 3.12 above). And indeed, 
Arakelov’s isomorphism of Hermitian vector spaces O,( - P)I ,, r 0; 1 p 
[Ar, p. 11781 shows the second of these two assertions, and Proposi- 
tion 4.2(a) then implies the lirst. 
On the other hand, if X has genus 0, then Theorem 4.6 still provides 
an adjunction formula, which in Arakelov’s set-up has been proven by 
Chinburg and Rumely [CR, Appendix V]. 
(d) We may use Theorem 4.6 to express ordinary discriminants in 
terms of canonical Green’s pairings at non-archimedean places. To do this, 
in the situation of Theorem 4.6 choose a projective embedding i: I/c, Pg, 
and let 6 = 6 v,i: Pot(X) % Pot,( V) c Div( V) + QVert( V) + z RV, be as in 
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Theorem 3.7. We claim that there is a canonical Green’s pairing g such that 
if Sz, is a relative canonical divisor on V and sZ,= n(s2,), then 
(Sz,, A ) = [a,, 6(A)] for all A E Pot(X). Namely, for any canonical g 
this is true whenever deg x(A) = 0, using Theorems 3.7(i) and 2.1(d), and 
the fact that 02,-s,(Q,)~QVerti( V). So for arbitrary A the equality is 
true up to c (deg x(A)) for some M-constant c, and g + c is then as desired. 
Now for the above choice of canonical Green’s pairing g, there is an 
induced section sg: Div(X) -+ Pot,(V) of 71, as in Theorem 2.1 (c). Let u E M, 
and write S’=Su {II}, C’=C- {II}, and V’ = V x c C’. Comparing the 
assertions of Theorem 4.6 for Div,( V) and Div,( V’) for each u in turn, we 
find that if D is an irreducible horizontal divisor in the smooth locus of V, 
and n(D) = Z = C Pi, then the discriminant of s,(Z) (as an M-constant) is 
given by Ei+jgu(f’i, P,)>u,M. Now we may write s,(Z) = D + C a, W,, 
where W, is vertical and lies in the fibre over u E M, and aj E R. Applying 
the formula for 8 of a sum to s,(Z) + C ( -a,) W,, and using the remark 
prior to Theorem 4.6, we find that the discriminant of D is 
1 g”(P,,~,)-a”a(w~,)+a,(a”+1) w,; w,-2a,s,(Z). w, . 
i#j vc‘w 
Note added in proof The arguments in Section 4 can be simplified by using the adjunction 
formula that has appeared in what is now the standard reference in Arakelov theory: S. LANG, 
“Introduction to Arakelov Theory,” Springer-Verlag. New York, 1988 
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